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The disguised gang of renegade cowboys had done their ,vork.qu ickly and well . Wild was
drair,red
from the saddle, and as his..horse galloped away t hey fell upon him. But just then
ibe Deadshot Cowbo:9' appeared from behind a sand-hill. Crack!
r
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Young Wild West and tkc Dcadshot Cowboy
Or, A HIGH , OLD TIME AT BUCKINGHORN . RANCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTE R I.-"At Buckhorn RaRch."
"Well, boys, the day after to-morrow will be
just a year since I came in possession of Buckhorn Ranch. Now, I propose that we have a high
old time to celebrate the event. Of course, I
haven't made enough out of the venture to amount
to anything, but the ran ch is a fme place to come
and take a rest, when we get a little tired of
traveling around the country and camping out.
The girls seem to enjoy it greatly down here on
the banks of the Rio Grande.
What do you say
if we arrange for a sort of jubilee the day after
to-morrow , which is Friday?"
The speaker was Young Wild West, the dashmg young Prince of the Saddle and Champion
Deadshot of the West. His remarks were addressed to his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart. The three were riding along the
trail that led from the ranch t o Short Creek , a
little town that was not over two miles from the
Rio Grande in Western Texas, and which was a
sort of hea'dquar ters for the different ranchmen
and their cowboys living in a radius of forty miles
of the place. At the time of which we write that
part of Texas was not much populated , and El
Paso, over a hundred miles distant, was the only
place that could be called a city anywhere near it.
attle raising was the chief industi·y, and t~1e
grazing lands covered thousands of acres, w1_th
nothmg like a habitation in sight. Young Wild
West had bought the ranch cheap, and he had
learned to call it his headquar ters when he came
·o the Southwes t. Though but a boy in years,.
he dashing young deadshot had, by his coolness,
daring and good judgment , made a name for himself that many old enough to be his grandfath er
would have been proud to own.
Having been lucky when he was not more than
fifteen years of age in discoverin g some very valuable gold-bear ing land in the Black Hills of Dakota, the boy since that time had possessed plenty
of money to enable him to pursue his hobby of
riding around through the wildest parts of the
country in search of fortune and adventure . Cheyenne Charlie, who had served nearly ten years
as a Governm ent scout when he first met Young
Wild West, took to the boy so strongly that he
had r emained with him ever since, and was proud
t o be called a pa1tner of Young Wild West, the
Champion of all the Deadshots .
And it was the same way with Jim Dart, who

was a boy about the same age as our hero. He
loved the boy as much as if he was his own
brother, and the faith he had in him was unlimited. All three had been born and reared in
the West, and from the time they were able to lift
a rifle to their shoulders they had known how to
shoot. By constant practice, however, Young
Wild West had attained the acme of success in
shooting straight, and he now never missed the
target when he pulled the trigger, whether it was
for sport or for fair. He had defeated all who
had tried to wrest the champion ship from him,
and stood ready to defend it at any time or
place.
The three were riding over to the little town
to pay a visit to the post office and make some
purchase at the store. They had only arrived at
Buckhorn Ranch the day before, after an adventurous trip through New Mexico, and as Wildas the dashing young deadshot was called by his
friends--h appened to think that the anniversa ry
of the pu rchase of the ranch was so near, he had
made the suggestio n just recorded.
"I reckon ther gals will like it all right," the
scout observed, as he twisted the ends of his
long, black mustache, thoughtfu lly. "They are
always in fur a lively time."
"Of course they will like it," Jim Dart spoke
up. "They are always delighted to get down
here. Not that they don't enjoy making the
trins about the country with us, but just because
it is a pleasant change. You can bet they will be
rig-ht in it for the 'high old time,' all right!"
The girls referred to were Anna, the wife of
Cheyenne Charlie, and Arietta Murdock and
Eloise Gardner, the pretty girl-sweet hea1·ts of
Young Wild West and Jim Dart. Of the three
girls, as they always called them, though the
scout's wife was somewhat pa.st the age of twenty,
charming Arietta, the golden-ha ired sweethear t
of the dashing, young Prince of the Saddle, was
the only one who had been bqrn and reared in
the Wild West. She could shoot and ride a horse
as well as the average cowboy, and her courage
and skill· were almost unexcelled . But Anna and
Eloise had learned a good deal during the two
or three years they had been roughing it among
the mining camps and ranches of the West, and
now they looked lightly upon the dangers they so
often came in contact with.
Young Wild West rode on with his partners, his
long, chestnut hair streaming in the wind, ma.1,
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ing the living picture of a true, young hero of the
Vv ilcl West, which he well and truly was. All
three were attired in buckskin hunting suits,
minus the coats, for it was very warm, though in
the month of December. Wild was riding his
snlenclid sorrel stallion, Spitfire, which was a steed
\~ithout a peer, when it came to speed and endurance. Charlie a11cl Jim each rode a bay horse,
the best that money could buy, and th ey, as well
as our dashing young hero, were equippe_.:l with
rifles and revolvers of the best and latest pattern
of the times.
"Well, boys," sai d our hero, after a rather
lengthy pause, "I reckon we may as well give
out some invitations when we g et to Short Creek.
There will be no objections at the ranch, I know,
so we can just make up our minds that we are
g·oing to have the 'high old time' at Buckhorn
Ranch."
"That's the idea!" exclaimed Jim, who, like the
scout, always agreed with anything Wild said or
proposed.
It was not long before the three came in sight
of the little town, or settlement, some called it,
and then they could see that there was qJite a
crowd of men there. There were several gathered
in front of Mexican Joe's saloon, and when they
saw the trio riding up, leaving a cloud of dust
in their rear, a cheer went up.
"I reekon they've h eard that we arrived, all
right," remarkec ·wild, a smile on his handsome,
tanned face. "Well, they have no reason to dislike us, boys; so I suppose it is all right. We
have always used them pretty good."
More men came running out of the tavern and
store as the trio rode up, and before they could
bring their horses to a halt a loud cheer went up
for Young Wild West and his pards.
But the
cheer had scarcely died out when a vicious-looking man, wearing heavy bearskin l_eggin~s, came
sauntering out of the tavern. He wiped his mouth
with the sleeve of hi s shirt and th en proceeded
to size up Young Wild West and his two partners.
"What's up?" he finally a sked, looking at Mexican, Joe, the proprietor.
"Young Wild West has .arrove," replied the
tavern keeper, who was not a Mexican, even
though he was called Mexican Joe.
"Who in thunder is Young Wil-d West?" demanded the man, almost savagely. "Must be
somethin' great ter be cheered that way. I did
think it was the1· President of ther United States
what had just got here. Makin' a great time
about a couple of boys an' a man, you fellers
seeJ111 ter be."
"I reckon you're talkin' a little too fast, Plug,"
spoke up a young man, who was good looking,
and who was rigged out as a cowboy. "Any one
ought ter be proud ter be able ter give a cheer
fur Young Wild West. I am, I know. I never
seen him afore, but I have heard lots about him.
['ve always wanted ter m eet ther champion deadshot, an' now I have. You shouldn't talk that
way, or yer might git in a muss. Yer kin see
that every one here is with Young Wild West.
They was cheerin' from their hearts, an' I know
it."
"Aw, shut up, Dover! What do I care how
oo.any is with ther young galoot, or h6w many is
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ag'in him? I don't ask no odds of him, or you,
either."
Young Wild West heard every word that had
passed, fo,. ~ silence had come over the cowboys
and others standing outside the moment the two
men began to talk. Our hero ·thought it would
be best to prevent them from getting any further
into the quarrel, so he dismounted and walked up ·._
to them, saying:
"Come, boys! Drop it. I don't know either of
you, which shows that you are newcomers to
Short Creek. But I do think, and now, that it
is nonsense to qu11rrel about nothing."
"You must be ther nothin', then," spoke up tha
man called Plug Barber. "How about it, youngster?"
"I reckon you'll find out that I am something
if you don't haul in your horns!" Wild retortedquickly.
"Let me 'tend to him, Young Wild West,"
spoke up Harvey Dover. "I reckon I kin make
him 'pologize fur sayin' that. Me an' him works
on ther same range, but we ain't what might be
called warm friends, I kin tell yer! I don't know
why it was that we hap:Peaed to be ther only
ones what come here from ther ranch to-day.
But it happened that way, anyhow. Jest leave
him ter me. '·
,J1'All right," answered our hero, who saw that
the cowboy was in earnest.
"I'll give Plug Barber a good lickin', an' then
he'll have sense enough ter behave himself ther
next time he comes out."
Plu,: had taken more liquor than was good for
him, and he was plainly in for a row.
"I kin lick you, Dover!" he exclaimed. "An' I
kin lick Young Wild West, too. I'm goin' ter do
both, right here. You kin come first, if yer
want ter."
"All right," 1·eplied the cowboy, with a cal:ae.ness that caused our friends to admire his wa .
"Come right out in ther road. I reckon no one
will bother us.
We are strangers here, an'
neither of us is s'posed ter have any friends here.
Come on, Plug Barber!"
He went out into the middle of the dirty road
and the bad man followed him.
_,_

CHAPTER II.-Plug Barber Gets Licked.
Harvey Dover and Plug Barber did not attempt
to face each other until they were about in the
middle of the road. Then they suddenly turned,
a distance of probably twenty feet between them.
Plug's hand dropped to the · butt of his revolver,
and out came the weapon. But as quick as he
was, Dover was quicker. He jerked his shooter
out and had it leveled as the bad man was raising his to take a quick aim. Crack! The cow>
boy's weapon spoke, and, with a howl of pain,
Plug let his shooter drop.
"-Pick it up, if you can!" came from Dover. "What is the matter with you, anyhow? I just
touched the back of your hand that time. I want
to show you that I can do the same thing ag'in,
Plug. I don't want ter kill you."
"That fellow is a good one," our hero remarked, nodding to his partners.
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"Yes; he's got one of your old tricks down
pretty fine, Wild," Dart answered. "He is a
deadshot, all right."
Plug soon found that he was not much hurt,
and then he pulled a knife from his belt.
"Put away your shooter," he said, "an' we'll
fight it out with knives!"
Crack! Harvey Dover fired again, and the knife
was knocked out of the villain's hand.
"I reckon that about ends the fight, gentlemen,"
spoke up Young Wild West, starting toward them.
"You can't do anything with that fellow, you big
galoot!"
'l'he last was addressed to Plug Barber, and
when he heard it he turned and glared fiercely at
the boy.
"I reckon I kin trjm you, 1411 right!" he cried.
"You're no good, anyhow!"
"Oh, I reckon I am good enough," was the cool
rejoinder. "To show you that I am, I'll give you
a chance. Pick up that knife !"
Then Wild motioned the Deadshot Cowboy to
step aside, which he promptly did. Plug picked
up the knife quickly enough. The moment he
had it in his hand Wild drew the hunting knife
he always carried in the sheath that hung to
his belt.
"I'll fight you with knives, you big galoot!" he
coolly exclaimed. "I never saw you before, and
I don't believe you ever saw me, either. I don't
know why you should be so clown on me, but since
you are, you may as well have somethine- to make
a cause for it. Just get yourself ready, if you
are not a coward."
"I ain't no coward, young feller. Jest because
ther Deadshot Cowboy sorter got ther best of
me don't say that I ain't afraid t er fight. I
neve1· seen ther galoot, big or little, that I was
afraid ter tackle."
Then he made a rush at Wild, the knife raised
to strike. The boy met the rush, parried the
blow and then slapped the man lightly on the
cheek with the flat of his knife. This was done
J..._ to show him that he was but playing _with him,
but it did not have that effect upon !um. It enraged him all the more, instead of accomplishing
that. The villain made a furious lunge at the
boy, but the blade simply cut the empty air.
"Not that way, Mr. Plug," said Wild tantalizingly. "You certainly wanted to fetch me that
time and I know it. But I am not going to let
you do it. The next time you try that trick I am
going to surprise you. Rave you made your
will?"
While ,the words were being spoken the two
were stepping about and watching each other
keenly. The face of Plug Barber turned paler
when he understood what Wild said. Wild began circling around him, cutting right and left
through the ah close to the man's head. This
confused him, and, throwing aside his guard, Plug
leaped to grasp the boy by the throat and plunge
the knife into his body at the same time. Whack!
Wild's blade came down on his wrist, the flat side
striking heavily. Plug uttered a sharp cry, for
he really thought his wrist had been partly severed, and dropped his knife. As quick as a flash
our hero put his knife away.
"Now, then, you big galoot, I'll just touch you
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up a little!" he said. "Put up your hands; you
are not hurt in the least."
Plug understood what was wanted of him.
The boy's attitude told him that he either had to
finish the fight, with his fists or quit.
Wild led off with his right and sent Plug
sprawling, having caught him on the under part
of his jaw. A shout went up from the crowd as
the man went down, for it hardly seemed possible
that a mere boy could knock a big man down like
that. But, as has been stated, Young Wild West,
though a boy in years, was as fully developed as
an athlete, and a blow from him was much harder
than one delivered by a powerful man not educated in the art of boxing.
"Give it to him ag'in, Wild!" shouted the scout.
"That galoot needs a good lickin'. He won't know
when he's got enough, anyhow. Jest knock ther
daylights out of him!"
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "If he
comes back I'll certainly make him take his medicine. Don't worry about that."
But Plug Barber did not come back. He got
upon his feet and made a bee-line for the tavern,
leaving his revolver, knife and hat lying on the
ground. Then a cheer went up that broke the
record for warmth and volume. The cowboys
were delighted, and they surely expressed their
feelings.
.
"Boys," said Wild, "I am sorry that there happened to be a galoot here who didn't know how
to behave himself. I expected to find a jolly lot
here, and it is too bad that there happened to be
just one fellow who showed his animosity right
away.
Not being here much, I am not supposed
to be acquainted with every new man who comes
to work on a ranch, and that makes it a little
unpleasant sometimes. I don't know who Plug
Barber is, or where he belongs. But I do know
,,:hat he is now. He is a scoundrel, plain and
simple! I could tell that the moment I heard
him speak."
"Right yer are, Wild!" cried one of the cowboys. "I reckon it don't take you long ter find
out what a galoot is; an' it don't take yer long
ter take ther starch out of him, either."
"Well, that's all right. But there happens to
be another he1·e who is pretty good at taking
the sta1·ch out of such fellows, too. I refer to
the Deadshot Cowboy."
"Oh, I ~on't pretend to be as good as you are,
Young Wild West, was Dover's quick reply. "I
have heard lots about you, and I wouldn't think
of putting myself up as the equal of you."
"That's all right, Dover. You and I will give
a little exhibition the day after to-morrow. We
are going to have a high old time at Buckhorn
Ranch, and I want you to be one of the guests."

CHAPTER III.-Plug Barber, the Villain.
"What's that yer said, Wild?" spoke up one of
the crowd. "You're goin' ter have a high old
time at Buckhorn Ranch?"
"Yes," was the reply. "Thursday will be just
a year since I bought the ranch, and I decided
while riding over here a little while ago to have
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a sort of jubilee. I want a lot of good peop)e to
come and join with us in celebratmg the anruversary. 1 l1aven't made enough money out of the
investment to bother about, but I like the location of the ranch, and so does Charlie and Jim
and the girls. I am going to leave it to you fellows to invite those you think ought to come, so
you can get busy as soon as you're of a mind to.
The more the merrier."
"We know yer all right, Wild!"
"Well, just remember the day after to-morrow,
then. We'll make an afternoon and an evening
of it, and you can bet there will be plenty to eat
and drink at the ranch."
"I'll fix it so I can get off, Young Wild West,"
said the Cowboy Deadshot. "I'll fetch som e of
ther boys from our ranch along, too."
Wild then invited the crowd over to the saloon
for a drink. As thev all went in the saloon, Plug·
Barber, who was standing at the bar, went out
by the back way, unhitched his broncho, and led
him over to the general store. He went in and
made a few purchases, and when our friends saw
him come out a little later they noticed that,
among other things, he had a brand-new blanket
rolled up and tied to the back of his saddle.
"Looks as though he ain't goin' back to ther
ranch no more," remarked the Cowboy DeadsJ10t,
shaking his head in a puzzled way. "I didn't
know he had enough money ter stock up like
that. Hanged if he ain't got a fryin' pan an' a
tin pail, too! Thunder! He can't be goin' back
to ther ranch."
"No he is hardly going back there, I think,"
Youn~ Wild West answered. "It strikes me that
he must mean to camp out somewhere. That bag
That is
he has got is filled with grub, I reckon.
rather odd, I think."
But let us find out a little more about Plug
Barber as he is to figure quite prominently in
our s~ry. The fact was that he was not going
back to the ranch, where he had been working
but one month. When he left to ride over to
Short Creek that morning he took with him all
the cash his employer had in the house. The villain was really a sneak thief, but had worked
long enough as a cowboy to fill the bill. Fo1·
over two weeks he had been waiting for the
chance to get hold of the ranchman's money, and
it so happened that he got the chance that morning. What he stole amounted to nearly four
hundred dollars.
As the villain left the ranch he met Harvey
Dover, and that was how they came to ride over
together. If the Cowboy Deadshot had dreamed
of anything like that happening, Plug would have
been brought up with a round turn, as the young
Cowboy Deadshot was strictly honest and a hater
of all evildoers. But the villain had worked his
cards well, and it was doubtful if his employer
would find out that he had been robbed until he .
went to look for his money, either to acid more
When
to the pile or take some of it to use.
Plug Barber mounted his broncho and rode away
from the store with his purchases he took the
trail that led toward Buckhorn Ranch. Ilut
Buckhorn was not the only ranch located in that
direction, so no one thought there was anything
that was significant in this. The man rode on
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s: wly at first, breathing vengeance on Young
W1:d West, as well as Dover.
It is a well-known fact that a rascally fellow
always forms a dislike for people he finds to
be honest and upright, especially those who are
seeking to do good by putting down criminals.
Plug kept right on, and soon the waters of the
Rio Grande could be seen glistening in the bright
sunlight. It was about an hour before noon when
he came to a halt on the bank of the great stream
that flowed so many miles from its sources to
the gulf, and as he looked around on either side
of him he presently caught sight of smoke arising from the treetops in a thick, swampy place
to the left.
"I reckon there's where I want ter go," he muttered. "They said as how their shanty was right
in a swamp, where no one ever went much. Now
if I kin find ther way ter git there, I'll soon
know alJ about it. I was told ter fetch a blanket ter sleep on, an' that they was a little short
of things ter cook with, so I reckon this fryin'
pan an' tin pail will come in handy. If I don't
find 'em they'll come in handy, anyhow, as I've
got ter light out of ther country, then. Well,
I've got grub enough ter last me about three days, ,I,,.
in that case."
It was just then that a rough-looking man, who
was plainly a half-breed Mexican, appeared from
out of the thick bushes that lined the swamp.
"Hello, Friend!" he called out, his face lighting up. "So yer thought you'd come an' jine us
'
eh?"
"Yes," answered Plug, as he recognized the
man as one oi those he had met and talked with
nearly a week before. "I've come ter find out
what there is in what you an' ther other two
·
men said."
"Well you'IJ find out that it's all right, I reckon. There's three of u~, an' we jest need another good man ter make it pay well."

CHAPTER IV.-Barber Join s the Horse Th"!eves:J ·
Plug Barber nodded when he heard this from
the man who hati come out of the swamp.
"All right," he said. "Are you ther leader?"
"No, we ain't got no leader yet. That's why
we_ wanted ter git you. That dav when you was
a little full of tanglefoot you was tellin' of some
of ther things you'd clone in your time an' we
jest allowed that you'd be a mighty good one ter
go in with us in ther game we're goiri' ter work
You join, an' we'll settle on ther leader after:
ward. I s'pose there's got ter be a leader fur
it wouldn't do fur all hands ter be boss." '
"No; that's right."
"S'pose yer come on with me over to our shanty?" suggested the man.
"That's jest what I'll do. I come here fur that
purpose. I ain't never goin' back to ther ranch
ag'in; I don't dare, I might as well tell yer."
Then Plug chuckled, as though it was a good
joke on some one, if not himself.
"Yer don't dare, eh? What did yer do?"
"Cleaned out ther boss, that's all. He didn't
have much money in ther house, but I got about
all there was, I reckon."
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The man grinned when he heard this.
"You're all right, I reckon," he nodded.

on."

AND THE
"Come

He started through the bushes and Plug rode
along after him. Over a rather crooked path they
":,,o went, the ground being soft and almost dangerous, so the villain thought, as he looked between
the undergrowth on each side of him. But it was
all right, providing one kn ew the way, and the
rascal who had met him seemed to know perfectly. When they came to the hut in the swamp
two more men quickly showed themselves.
"Hello!" exclaimed one of them, nodding in a
pleased way. "So you've come, eh? Well, I'm
mighty glad."
"We're all glad, I reckon," spoke up the one
who had guided Plug to the s pot. "I was jest
out there Jookin' around, when I happened ter.
hear a horse comin'. I thought right away that it
might be him. I waited, a n ' putty soon I seen it
was him. Then I walked out an' showed myself,
an' here he is."
Both of the men at the door nodd ed approvingly. Plug dismounted and put on an air of
importance, for already he had an idea that he
l-. might be chosen as the leader of the gang.
"Your name is Sam, ain't it?" he asked, looking at the man who had spoken from the doorway at first.
"Yes," was the reply. "An' yours is Plug Barber. I ain't furgot it."
"That's right, Sam. But I've sorter forgot ther
other names."
"Well, him what met yer is Land-that's all we
call him-an' this one is Jo sh. Come on in a n'
we'll have a little talk. I see yer brought some
things along with yer. That's good, fur we ain't
very well provided fur jest yet."
"Well, I got what I thought might be needed,"
Plu g answered, as he tied his horse to a tree.
He entered the shanty, which was built of lngs,
and was not very large, and took a seat on a box
that was pointed out to him by the man called
Sam.
·J.,-- "Now then," said the latter, "I reckon we'll
talk a little bu siness afore we go any further.
You know us about as well as we know you,
Plug. We've both sorter got ther idea that we're
all of ther same kind of breed. I mean by that,
yer know, that we neve1· let a chance slip by t er
make a dollar, whether it's ter be made hones t
or not."
"Oh, he's all right," spoke up Lang. "He had
- ter leave ther ranch he was workin' on because he
robbed ther boss this mornin'. What's ther u se
of gittin' down ter details?"
"That's right," nodded P lug. "I reckon we kin
git right down ter business. I'm wanted fur
other things, besides what I clone this mornin'.
as I was talkin' about ther other clay. I was a
little bit drunk then; but I kin remember putty
~ well what I was sayin'. I said a good deal more'n
I oughter have said ter strangers. But I know eci
putty well t hat I was talkin' ter them what could
keep things ter themselves. Now, te r begin with,
what kind of business is you fellers in ? "
"Stealin' horses, donke ys an' burros from ther
Mexican side, an' gittin' 'em over here an' sellin'
'em," answered Lang quickly. "It's a mighty
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good-payi n ' business, since weve got a man who
will buy all we kin git."
"Well, I'm in ther game, so long as I don't run
across ther galoot I robbed or any of his men,"
remarked Plug. "I s'pose they'll lay it ter me,
of course. An' they'll be on ther lookout fur me,
too. But I reckon I . kin steer clear of 'em. If I
do happen ter run across 'em, yer kin bet that
some of 'em will go under afore they ever git
me. I'm a desperate man, I am. I ain't afraid
of nothin', I ain't!"
"You're jest ther kind of man we want," decla .,,., Sam. "Now, then, is it a go?"
"A go? Of course it is ! I'm your huckleberry,
right along. I'll stick to yer through thick an'
thin. An' ·you'll find that you've got a feller
what kin fight, too, when yer have seen me a t it
once. Who's goin' ter be captain? We must
have some one ter look to fur orders, yer know."
"I reckon you'd make a good captain," Lang remarked.
Sam's face clouded a li ttle. But he quickly
nodded his assent to the proposition.
"That will suit me," he said.
"lf it suits Sam, it suits me," said Josh.
"Understand now, I don't wan t t er shove myself
in," observed Plug shaking his head. "I ain't
that kind of a galoot. What's right is right. If
yer want t er let me try an' see what kind of a
leader I'll make I'll tackle ther job."
"All right; you're ther captain, then," :i.nswered
Sam. "Now, then, I'll tell yer all about it."
He related how there were two Mexicans across
the Rio Grande who made a s pecialty of rais;ng
hoTSes and also buying up mul es and bunos from
the interior, which they sold to purchasers from
both sides of the river. They handled so many
that they could not tell if some were stolen now
and then, so it was an easy matter to take them,
so Jong as they were not caught in doing it. Sam
elaborated greatly, and \vhen he said tha t there
,vas a man who stood ready to pay them twe11ty
dollars a head for every horse, mule or burro
brought to him, and no questions asked, Plug
n odded and said:
"I reckon that's all right. Some of 'em might
not be worth any more'n twenty dollars."
"Well, he takes ther chances on that," was the
r eply. "So iong as they're able ter walk is all
that he asks . But they're all supposed te1· be
young beasts, so that makes 'em worth more.
We've made two hau ls a lread y, but we fi nd that
we need another man ter do ther business right.
It takes two ter swim half a dozen horses over
the river after they're once got in, an' one has
got ter be on this side t er help take care of 'em
when they come, while another has got ter come
on behind. Four will jest do it."
"Good enough!" exclaimed Plug. "I reckon
you'll find out that I'll do my part. When are
yer goin' ter operate?"
"vVell, we allowed that we'd try what we co uld
do fo -night," Sam retorted. "We kin git some
of ther critters over, an' be off with 'em long
21.fore ther sun comes up, and by Thursday night
we kin be back."
"Well, I 've got a little business on hand fur
Thvnclay. But ther night will do, I reckon, if
it's in ther early part of it. But do yer . know
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anything about Buckhorn Ranch, which is around
here somewheres?"
"Yes, it's only a little ways down ther river
from here. Hoss Thompson is ther name of ther
owner, I reckon."
"No; he ain't ther owner. He's only ther manager. A boy by the name of Young Wild West
owns ther ranch, an' he's goin' te1· have what he
calls a high old time there Thursday. It happens that he's an enemy of mine, an' I want ter
git square on him. So I've got ter be there when
the big time takes place."
"Seems ter me I've heard somethin' about that
young galoot," spoke up Lang, looking thoughtful
all at once. "I reckon we'd better be a little
"
careful, boys."
"Oh, it ain't likely he'll interfere with us," Sam
spoke up. "That's ther work of ther rangers, if
there's a complaint made from ther other side."
"Yes, but Young Wild West would be very apt
ter take a hand in ther game, too," Lang insisted.
"We've got ter be mighty careful, an' that's sure."
They talked along in this strain until some one
suggested that they have something lo eat, and
then preparations for a meal were begun. Plug
Barber had surely fallen in with three men of his
own kind, and he was destined to regret it, too.

CHAPTER V.-Preparing for the Celebration.
Young Wild West and his partners did not remain very long at Short Creek. When they got
back to the ranch our three friends were met by
the girls in front of the house. Arietta, the
charming, golden-haired sweetheart of our hero,
was standing with a rifle in her hands. She had
been giving Eloise a few lessons. in difficult shooting, while Anna attended to the target and announced the scores.
"Well, girls," said Young Wild West, as he
halted near them, "we have been giving out some
invitations this morning."
"Invitations?" echoed the girls, looking at him
, in surprise.
"Yes. While riding over to Short Creek it occurred to me that Thursday would be just a year
since I became the owner of Buckhorn Ranch. I
proposed to Charlie and Jim that we have a high
r ld time, to celebrate the event, and they took to
hort
it at once. So then we let the people i
Creek know about it, and the chances a_·e that
frere will be a big crowd here. I knew you would
h~ pleased about it, so did not wait to ask your
on'nion."
"Of courne, we are satisfied, Wild," Arietta an1'''/ered, while the scout's wife and Eloise hastened
t" assure him that she expressed their feelings
c .. c rtly.

"Tell us all about it," they said.
"There isn't much to tell," Jim retorted. "We
haven't decided on just what we are going to do
. ret. Wild merely gave out invitations for all
f"OOd people to come here Th~rsday and make an
dternoon and evening of it. Of course, we'll
have some dancing and plenty of good things to
eat, and all that."
"And we'll have a sort of cowboy circus, too,"
added our hero. "We want to find out if any of
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the boys have any new riding or shooting tricks
to show us. That is the sport I like best of all,
and I rather think you are the same way."
"That's right!" and Arietta clapped her hands.
She was a true girl of the Wild West, and nothing suited her better than a lively time with
horses. Being an expe1t rider and lasso-thrower herself, she liked to see others at it. It was
very near dinner time when Wild and his partners got back, and Hoss Thompson, the manager,
was at the house. He soon came out when he
saw that our friends had returned, and when he
learned what was on the carpet, as the scout put
it, he was delighted.
"A high old time, eh?" said he. "Well, I reckon
that's jest what will suit me. We ain't had nothin' like that here in a good while, an' yer kin bet
we'll make things hum, ter make up fur lost
time!"
"All right, Hoss. As soon as you get your
dinner you can hitch up a team to one of the
big wagons and go over to Short Creek to fetch
back the eatables and things I bought. We w::int
to have plenty to eat, for the chances are that
we'll have nearly a hundred to feed, if not more.
The girls will jump in and help Stella. And
there's Wing, our cook. He can g-et the most of
the stuff ready, I reckon."
"An' Hop kin do cookin', too, if he wants ter,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild kin easy make
him take hold. I reckon Stella won't have her
hands so full, after all."
_Stella was the wife of Hoss Thompson, the real
nnstress of the ranch; and Wing and Hop were
two Chinamen who traveled with Wild and his
friends as their servants. Wing was just an ordinary Chinaman of the very innocent and honest
type, but his brother Hop, though he looked to be
more innocent than Wing, was one of the most
clever of his 1·ace. ?e was a sleight-of-hand performer and professional card sharp, a practical
joker, and he liked whisky. Of com·se, he had to
have_ ~me or more bad habits to offset the good
qualities he possessed. But more of him later on
Our friends had di~mer a little later, and during
the meal the commg celebration was the sole
topic of th_e conver~ation. Every one \vas delighted about 1t, the wife of the manager especially,
for she was one of the sort of women who seldom
got away from the house, and to see a little excitement in the way of dancing and a good time
generally was a treat to her. As soon as the
meal was over with Hoss Thompson ordered the
best team hitched up, and a little later he drove
oy~r, takir_ig his wife with him, to get the proV1s1ons Wild had ordered at the store in Short
Creek.
Soon after this Wild sought out Mike, the peon
who did the chores about the house and attended
to the pigs and poultry. The lazy Mexican was
not good for anything else, save that he could
play the guitar like an expert musician. It was
for this reason that our hero wanted to see him.
"Now, Mike," said our hero, "I want to talk
a little business with vou. I suppose you would
like to make an extra five dollars ? "
"You-a bet your life, Senor Wild!" was t""
quick reply, while the dark eyes of the greas ·
glistened.
"Well, we want some music Thursday afte,·-
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n oon for a dance. You get a fiddler to help you
out,· and I'll give you five dollars apiece. You
can do this, can't you"!"
"Oh, yes, Senor Wild."
"All right, then. I shall depend on you. The
day after to-morrow, understand? You have the
fiddler here by noon, and see to it that you both
have a good supply of strings."
"Me a-do dat, Senor Wild. You depend on
Mike. Plenty a-music for dance. Me get another man with a flute, too."
"Do so, then. It will_ be ~ve dollars apiece, for
t he afternoon and evenmg.
Having settled this part· of it, Wild went back
to the house and joined his partners and the girls
on the porch.
.
. .
"Wild," said Arietta, "we were Just thmkrng
of going out to the corral to look at a couple of
wild bronchos Hoss has got there. He was talking about them just before you came back from
Short Creek. He says they are very vicious, and
t hat none of the cowboys have been able to do
anything with them yet. He meant to tell you
,about it, I know; but when you brought up the
subject of the anniversary he must have forgotten it."
"Good! We'll go out and have a look at them
right away. Hop, go an d get the girls' horses
ready."
"Allee light," answered the Celestial, who. had
followed him to the spot. "Me allee samee g1ttee
leady pletty quickee, so be."
.
Wild and his partners went to get their own
horses. While the corral was hardly a mile from
the house, they thought they would ride out.
Anyhow, Wild meant to try the ''.'lld b_roncho
the cowboys had failed to do anythmg with, and
he would need his horse to catch them. It was
n ot long before they all were mounted and riding
out over the prairie. The corr~! was soon rea~hed and it did not take our fnends long to pick
out the two bronchos Arietta had spoken of.
• There were others there that had not been enTrely broken, but these two kept by themselves,
and they raised their heads and snorted defiantly
when thev saw the riders come uo.
"Et you go and catch one of them, and I'll see
what can do with him," said Wild. "I just feel
like tamin~ a horse this afternoon. I tamed a
man this morn.in~, so I think I ought to be abl~
to handl e a wild broncho."
The girls had not heard about the row with
-Plug Barber, and they wanted to lrnow all about
it, so Wild related the occurrence.

I

CHAPTER VI.-A Little Broncho Busting.
Arietta knew full well that if any one could
tame a wild broncho it was her dashing young
lover. She also knew that she would not have
much trouble in lassoing one of them. Charlie
di smounted and opened the gate, and then all
h a nds rode into the corral. The girl singled out
the one she wanted and promptly rode after him,
coiling her lariat as she went. There were only
eight bronchos there, all told, a nd they all started
off at a gallop, the two wilder one keeping together and goinP- in a different direction from the
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rest. Arietta swooped down upon them like the
wind, her lasso circling over her head. Wild followed her, so he could help her when she caught
the horse. Strain-ht to the furthest corner oi
the corral went the two steeds, and once there
they turned and followed the stockade fence to
the left.
It was then that Arietta put on an extra burst
of speed and headed them off.
It was a brown
and white broncho that she had selected for her
ma1·k, and as the two animals broke apart and
ran in different directions she let her lariat go.
The rope shot through the air and a twist of her
wrist brou ·ht it where she wanted it.
One quick
jerk and it went over the broncho's head and
under its forelegs. Arietta's white horse was
trained to such work, and a wol·d from her caused
him to halt and brace himself.
The lariat
straightened as tight as a bowstring, and down
went the broncho in a heap. Wild rode past the
girl like the wind, and before the struggling animal could get up he had it by the head and holdin g it down.
"Here you are, Et!" he called out. "You caught
him all right. Now I'll ride him."
The rest came riding to the spot, and when
Charlie had taken the saddle and bridle from his
horse and put them on the captured steed the
beast was on his feet. Wild and Arietta held him
while the saddle and bridle were put where they
belonged, and when all was ready the young
Prince of the Saddle gripped the bridle and
called out:
"Let go, and get out of the way!"
The broncho had been badly frightened at first,
but now he began showing what he was made of.
He bucked, bit and kicked, lrnt it was no use.
Wild had been there before, and he . was but
watching his chance to get into the saddle. Unlike the majority of bronche busters, he did not
want a wild horse held while he mounted it. All
he wanted was a hold upon the bridle, and he
would do the rest.
It was hardly a minute after
he took charge of the wild steed when he caught
the pommel of the saddle with his left hand and
threw himself on the broncho's back. Then ensued a lively time. But Young Wild West was
right in his glory when on the back of a bucking broncho. He knew in advance every move
the animal would make in its wild effort s to unseat him, and so he simply offset it.
Charlie laughed loudly at the sight, for he
had a way of poking fun at a man who was endeavori ng to do something he could not in the
way of showing off, and he quite forgot that it
was only a horse this time.
"Go it, you obstinate critter!" he called out.
"You don't stand no more show than a cat with
no claws would have tryin' ter climb an icicle!"
In just about ten minutes Wild had the broncho subdued, though he had a pretty tough time
of it, and a pretty hard shaking up as well.
"I reckon that'll do," he said, as he dismounted
and led the trembling st eed to his friends. "Who
wants to try him now-you, Arietta?"
"Oh, no!" was the quick reply. "If I try any,
it will be the other one. I think I could do that,
all right."
"Well it wouldn't be the first time you rode a
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bucking broncho, Et. But I shouldn't advise you
to try that one just now. Wait until the 'high
old time' takes place, and then maybe you can
show what you can do. I think I will let some
of the broncho busters try their luck with these
two beasts. The one I just tamed will be as bad
· as ever by the day after to-morrow, llnless I
happen to tackle him myself. He will remember
me, all right. But he'll be just as bad as he can
be if any one else tackles him after he has had
a rest. Right now it would be different."
"Well, I'll take your advice then, Wild," said
the girl. "I will show what I can do on Thursday afternoon."
.
.
"Good! Now· you may give Anna and Eloise a
few lessons at lassoing, while we stay here and
watch you."
Wild then unsaddled the broncho and removed
the bridle, letting him go free. The animal scampered a".""ay, with a snort of de_fiance, and _soon
joined his mate. Anna and Eloise knew quite a
little about throwing the lariat; but they were
not nearly up to Arietta at it. They were willing
to improve themselves, however, and for the next
half hour there was much sport in the corral,
and plenty of laughter. But the girls were enjoying themselves, and this made Wild and his
partners pleased. After Eloise had been able to
catch a broncho three times out of five, they quit,
and then all rode back to the ranch.

CHAPTER VIL-Mr. Gibbons Makes a Mistake.
Things went along quietly at Buckhorn Ranch
the rest of the day. Hoss Thompson came back
with the supplies Wild had purchased, and when
1',ight crune all arrangements had been made for
the celebration. The only thing left to do now
was to cook the different meats for the sandwiches and bake the cakes 'that were to furnish
a treat for the guests.
"Some of ther boys is goin' ter bring whisky
with 'em," said Hoss Thompson at the supper table that night. "But that must be expected, fur
they will drink, yer know, Wild."
"I know that," our hero replied. "As long as
they behave themselves, I don't care what they
drink. But if any of them gets insulting, he
will have to be shown a thing or two, I reckon.
I know what cowboys are, all right. There a1·e a
few of them who don't drink liquor now and
then, but they are mighty few,. too. They are
coming here to have a high old time, and so long
as they don't let whisky get the best of them it
will be all right. But we'll take care of that part
of it, never fea1·."
The next day the girls were kept busy helping
Stella with the cooking and baking. In the afternoon Wild and bis partners rode over to Short
Creek. When they got there a man came out of
Mexican Joe's saloon and called to them. He
was a. stranger to them, but they could easily
tell that he was a ranchman.
"Which of you is Young Wild West?" he asked,
looking at Charlie.
"That's him, boss," the scout replied, as he
pointed to Wild.
"Is that so? Well, I'm a little surprised, fur I
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thought a feller what could do as much as they
say he kin do was much more'n a boy. But that
don't make no difference. I'm Joe Gibbons an'
I own ther Four Star Ranch. Yer might have
heard of it, though it used ter go under another
name. Yer see, my cattle brand is four stars, an'
I named ther ranch that. I come over here, lookin' fur a galoot what robbed me; an' when I
heard that you had trouble yisterday with ther
same galoot I thought as how I'd let yer know
about it. I'm comin' ter your high old time tomorrer, an' so's my wife an' darter. But maybe you kin help me find ther thief by that time.
If yer say yer will, I'Li' stay over, an' won't go
back. Ther Cowboy Deadshot, who has been app'inted foreman by me this day, will fetch over
ther wife an' darter."
"I reckon you are talking about the galoot
called Plug Barber," Wild said, when the ranchman gave him a show to get in a word.
"That's ther galoot! He got away with nigh
on ter four hundred dollars, which was about all
ther cash I had in ther house. I've got a little
money up in ther bank in EI Paso; but that's a
good ways from here. Besides, I don't want that
galoot te1· git away with ther money, even if it
wasn't but four dollars, instead of that many
hundreds."
"All 1·ight, Mr. Gibbons. You can bet that we·u
do all we can to help you find the thief."
"Good! Hooray! I feel better now. Say, you
an' your pards come in an' try a little somethin'.
Come right on. I ain't quite broke, 'cause I always carries a few dollai·s in my trousers pocket, an' Plug Barber didn't git that."
Wild and his pa1tners dismounted and went in
the tavern with him. Mexican Joe and the others
gathered there greeted them warmly, for they
always liked to see them in town.
"Give 'em ther best you've got in ther house,
Joe!" cried the ranchman. "Your name is Joe,
an' so is mine. I reckon we're both mighty good
fellers, too."
--A
Charlie grinned, for he saw that the man had
been taking whisky quite copiously, judging by
his actions.
"What is it, Wild?" the tavern keeper asked.
"Cigars or pop?"
"Pop," was the reply. "That is, I want some.
I am a little bit thirsty, for there is plenty of
dust along the road, and it is bound to choke a
fellow up a little."
"Pop for me, too," spoke up Jim.
Charlie, called for a little tanglefoot, for he
generally took one or two a day when he was
around where it was. There had been a time
when he "hit it up putty hard," as he expressed
it, but that was before he met Anna. He had
promised her nevel' to get drunk again, and he
had kept · his word. Howev_er, he decided that
this would not stop him from taking a "nip"
now and then, and this happened to be one of
the times that he felt like doing it.
But Ranchman Gibbons did not seem at all
satisfied with Charlie taking a drink of whisky:
he evidently thought it very strange that Wiid
and Jim called for soft drinks, for he stood looking at them in amazement for the space of half
a minute, and then he blurted out:
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"What in- thunder does this mean? Didn't I
ask yer ter have somethm' ter drink ? "
Wild understood what he was driving at, so
to make it plain to him, he promptly answererd:
"Well, Mr. Gibbons, you see, Jim and I never
di-ink anything strong. You will have to excuse
us. You asked us to have something to drink,
and we took ginger-pop, which Joe keeps especially for us. If you had said whisky, we both
would have declined."
"Thunder! But I won't have it that way, boy!
A little whisky won't hurt nobody, an' you've got
ter drink some. Now, don't say no, fur I won't
take no fur an answer."
"I still thank you, but decline it', just the same,
Mr. Gibbons" said Wild firmly.
"Well, I reckon you'll have to say yes this time,
Young Wild West. I ain't ther man as will al·
low anybody ter refuse when I ask 'em, especially when ther invitation comes from my heart, as
it does now. You've promised ter help me out,
an' I want yer ter take a drink with me ter sorter bind ther bargain."
"See here, ·Gibbons," said Wild, speaking in a
very firm tone of voice, "I am only a boy, but I
am going to give you a little advice. It is this:
You drink what you want, so let other people have the same privilege. I have had no little
trouble with all sorts of men about this very
thing. If I don't want to drink whisky it is nobody's business but my own. You may as well
make up your mind to let it go at that, for all
the persuasion you could use in a week would
not alter the case one bit."
The ranchman laughed at this. He was just
enough under the influence of liquor to make him
reckless, and thoughtless as well.
"I'll jest pour out a nice, little drink for yer,
Young Wild West," he said, as he picked up the
bottle that had been placed in front of him and
let some of it run in a glass. I reckon you won't
refuse me, when it comes to ther test."
It so happened that every man in the room
knew that Wild was a teetotaler, and when they
saw how persistent the ranchman was they saw
trouble ahead. They all liked Gibbons, for he
~ was an honest, whole-souled man, and they did
not want to see a row between him and Young
Wild West, especially as he had been drinking
too much, and was not altogether responsible for
what he said. But Wild was pretty sure that the
man would not have acted that way if he had
been sober, and he <lid not mean to go at him
One thing, though, he <lid not mean
too strong.
to even taste of the liquor.
He thought the matter over very quickly and
crone to the conclusion that the sooner he showed
the ranchman that he meant what he said the
better it would be. As Gibbons got what he
wanted in the glass, he re_ached out and tendered
it to the young deadshot.
"Just hold that glass over your head!"
Wild spoke sharply and stepped back a few
feet, drawing his revolver. The ranchman's jaw
dropped. He began to realize that he had made
a mistake.
"Hold that glass over your head, Mr. Gibbons!"
Again the command rang through the 1·oom.
There was no hesitation on the part of the
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man ; up went the glass as high as he could reach.
Crack! Wild fired and the bullet shattered the
glass, spilling the contents on the neck and shoulder of the ranchman.
'!Now, my friend, perhaps you will take no for
an answer," said Wild coolly.
"I reckon I will," was the rather meek rejoinder. "I've made a fool of myself, Young Wild
West. Joe, give him what he wants. I couldn't
see ther length of my nose, an' I 'd no business
ter think that he'd drink when he said he
wouldn't."
"That's right, Gibbons," the bo.;s of the tavern
replied. "I could have told yer that you'd made
a big mistake. I'm glad you've seen it now.
There ain't no use in gittin' mad about it. Wild
wouldn't drink whisky, not -if a galoot stood in
front of him with a gatlin' gun. He jest don't
drink tanglefoot, an' that's all there is about it!"
"All right. Jest give me an~ther glass. I'm
goin' ter drink ter ther health of them what don't
drink tanglefoot."
The incident was soon settled, after all, and
when Wild had placed a fresh cartridge in his
r evolver he finished his glass of pop.
"You had better come over to Buckhorn with us
when we go back," Wild ,said to Gibbons. "Then
we'll see about the matter you spoke of."
"All right. I'll do anything you say, Young
Wild West. My! but didn't yer shoot that glass
out of my hand slick, though! I reckon you an'
Harvey Dover will have ter have a try-out at
quick shootin'. He's an awful slick one with a
gun."
"We're going to have a tµrn at it to-morrow, I
reckon. 'l'hat will all come in under the head of
a high old time. Now, Gibbons, you said you
would clo anything I said, so just quit drinking
any more tanglefoot. You're got enough."
"All right. If you say so, I will."
He did stop, and when our friends startp,] b,,,..,,
for the ranch he was with them.

CHAPTER VIII.-The Shanty in the Swamp.
Thursday morning dawned bright and clear.
Ranchman Gibbons was still at the ranch with
Young Wild West and his friends, he having failed to find any trace of the villain who robbed him.
Wild had been looking around considerable for
Plug Barber, but he had not struck his trail or
seen anything o-f' him. But it never occurred to
the young deadshot that perhaps the villain had
not come as far as Buckhorn when he started
from Short Creek two days before, until they
were talking it over at the breakfast table on
Thursday morning.
"By Jove!" said he suddenly. "Maybe he went
to the river and crossed over into Mexico that
day. If he <lid, he won't stay there very long.
The chances are that he will hang around the
little village that is only a mile from the river
on the other side. I reckon we'll go over this
morning, boys. I would like to catch the g aloot ;
and it won't make any difference whether he is on
Mexican soil or not, so Jong as I get sight of him.
He'll be mighty glad to hand over the money, i1
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he has got any of it left, if he sees me drawing
a bead on him."
"You kin bet your life he will!" Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up, while Jim Dart nodded to show
that he thought the same way.
"I'd like ter go over te1· Mexico with yer, Wild,"
Gibbons said. "My wife an' darter will be here
some time this mornin', but Hoss an' his wife
knows 'em, I reckon, so that'll i>e all right. if
we kin only run across ther galoot what robbed
me, I'll be able ter enjoy ther ente1·tainmen t a
good deal better."
"Well, you can go," answered our hero. "I
reckon you're in pretty good shape thls morning.
You have sweated out the tanglefoot you drank
yesterday, and have got a clearer head."
As soon as breakfast was over with, Wild
and his partn ers went to the stable, followed by
Gibbons.
"We'll ride up toward Short Creek this time,
and take the fire trail that leads to the river,"
said the dashing young deadshot. "We haven't
I feel pretty sure
looked in that dlrection yet.
that Plug Barber went over into Mexico. He
probably knew that it would not be long before
you missed the money, and then there would be
some one after him hot. He don't want to get
caught, for he is afraid he would not live long
enough to get locked up in a jail."
Anything that Wild said was taken for granted by Charlie and Jim. They reli ed on his judgment every time. The ranchman was poor at
putting forth ideas, so he, too, fell in with him.
~hey were not Jong in saddling their horses, and
then mounting, they rode away from the ranch,
after first promising the girls that they would
surely be back by noon. Wild knew where there
was a trail that ran to the river, and he rode
along at the head of the little party until they
came t-0 it. It was the identical trail Plug Barber had taken when he went in search of the
three villains, so he might cast his lot with them.
There had been a little rain early the night before so the hoofprints they found there were
pretty. well obliterated, and could not be. picked
out as being very ,fresh ones. But when Wild saw
that there were lots of them, and that they
showed 1;hat a number of horses had been cilming
up from the river, he was a bit puzzled.
"A whole crowd has been going this way some
time during the week, I reckon," he remarked.
"But that don't signify anything, I reckon. The
chances are that these prints we:i;e made after
Plug went this way-if he did go this way."
"We'll ride on to ther river, then, eh, Wild?"
Charlie queried.
"Yes," was the reply. "We might find out
something, and we might not."
They rode on down and soon came to the swamp.
Young Wild West was very keen of vision, .as the
reader knows, and when he reached the river
bank he readily saw that it was a sort of landing place. But not only this much did he see
when he dismounted. He noticed a narrow path
th:;-t led to the right through the swamp.
"Boys," said he, "I reckon this path is worth
following, for a i:;hort distance, anyhow. I'll
take a look ;,round, while the rest of you wait
here on the river bank."
"All right." was the revlv.
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Wild quickly made his way along the path,
having no difficulty to k eep out of the slimy ooze
on either side. The fact was that the more the
villains who made their headquarters in the little
shanty traversed it, the more visible was the path,
and it was now quite easy for one to follow it,
especially one who was well up in woodcraft.
Wild pushed his way through the bushes, and r:
in less than a minute he stood before the shanty
that was occupied by Plug Barber and his three
allies. He gave a nod of satisfaction when he saw
it, for the lone shanty in the swam p could but
suggest thoughts of a crooked band of some kind.
Wild decided that it was quite likely that it was
inhabited by smugglers, since that was about the
most probable of any lawless bu siness that could
be carried on in that section. There were no
signs of life about the shanty, so, after listening
a while and hearing nothing but the singing of
the birds and chirpinir of insects, the dashing
young Prince of the Saddle stepped stealthily toward the building. In case there was some one
there, either asleep or waitinl!" for hi'm, Wild was
ready. He had drawn his revolver, and the weapon was ready to deal out lead at an instant's
notice.
He rea<o1hed the one window the shanty con- _
tained. The place for four panes of glass were}
in the sash, but they were minus of it, for the
panes had either never been in the sash when
the buildi11g was erected, or had since been broken out. Wild peered inside the shanty. There
was no one there. The remains of a repast were
on a roughly made table and some blankets were
heaped in a corner. But there were two articles
on th e table that drew the whole attention of the
boy right away. They were a new frying pan
and a tin pail, which was also new.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "If
they are not the same frying pan and pail that
Plug Barber bought at the store the day before
yesterday, I'll miss my guess. I recko"\ I've found
out something by coming here, all right."
He moved over to the door and, opening it, for
it did not even have a latch . to hold it shut, he
walked in.
"They had bacon and eggs before they left, ...IJreckon," he J11uttered, as he looked at the rem_.
nants of the meal. "And Plug Barber was he1·e,
as sure ai=; anything! Good! He will be back
again, so if we don't find him this morning we
will later on. I reckon I'll call the boys and Iet
them see what I have found."
He then gave a whistle, whieh was quickly answered by the scout. Wild then hastened back
over the path and met Charlie as he started upon
it.
"What's up, Wild?" Charlie asked, looking interested.
"Oh, I have made a little discovery," was the
reply. "I didn't find Plug Barber, but I have
found the place where he has been, all right."
"Good enough! Come on, Jim! Come on, Gibbons! Leave ther horses there on ther bank.
They won't stray."
Wild was pretty certain that there was no one
about to hear him, so he did not admonish the
scout to keep still. Charlie was rather impetuous, and sometimes he gave vent to his feelings
of delight at the wrong time and place. The
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four quickly made their way to the shanty.
Charlie and Jim were of the same opinion as Wild
when they saw the new frying pan and pail.
"Ther galoot has been here, all right," declared
the scout. "But he wasn't alone, fur there's four
tin plates, which has had eggs on 'em."
The i-anchman's eyes shone with great expectancy whe·n he heard the comments that were
made, for he thought there was now surely a
chance to get back his money.
"I reckon we won't go any further jest now,"
said Wild, after they had talked it over. "We'll
go back to the ranch and come here in the morning."

•

CHAPTER IX.-The "High Old Time" Begins.
Our friends were not long in getting back to
the ranch. Wild had marked the spot well, so
he would. have no trouble ip. going to the shanty
in the darkness of the night, and as he really
wanted to catch the villain who had stolen the
ranchman's money, he meant to visit the place
again as soon as he thought it advisable. He
~ had decided at first to go there the following
morning, but before he got back to the ranch he
concluded that it would not be a bad idea to go
there after the anniversary celebration b1·oke up
that night. Before noon some of the guests began to arrive. Among the first were the :ranchman·.., wife and daughter, accompanied by Harvey Dover, the Cowboy Deadshot, and several of
the cowboys from the Four Star Rench. Gibbons
told them all about what had taken place since he
left the ranch in search of the thief, not omitting
bow he had imbibed too much tanglefoot and the
way he had been treated by Wild when he tried
to make him take liquor against his will.
"Serves you right!" the wife declared. "Maybe
you'll let up on ther vile stuff now."
"I am goin' ter, Mandy, jest as soon as this
high old time is over," Gibbons answered, with a
grin. "There ain't no use talkin' about it any
y..- more. I'm an all right husband, an' you know it."
"Yes, but yer do make me ashamed of you
sometimes," she replied.
The daughter was a good-looking girl of eight een and it was easy to tell that the Cowboy
Dead.shot was a little sweet on her. And since
he had been promoted to foreman, Harvey Dover
no doubt felt that he was more at liberty to court
her. The girl's name was Mary, and she was
one of the regular Texas girls, she having been
born and reared in the Lone Star State. The
guests began to arrive, and by two o'clock there
were over eighty there. Myrtle Bill and his wife
were there, and there were other cowboys, who
hncl brought along their sweethearts. Half an
hour later the party numbered a round hundred,
counting those who belonged at Buckhorn Ranch,
and then the festivities started in.
As a preliminary to the feast of good things
that had been prepared, Wild suggested that there
be some broncho busting. Anything he said was
bound to go, so those who had horses immediately mounted them and headed for the corral.
Some- of the cowboys had been partaking of the
tanglefoot they had brought with them, and the
way they whooped as they rode along was a cau-
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tion to snakes, so Ranchman Gibbons declared.
But they all knew how to behave themselves in
the presence of ladies, so there was no jar to the
proceedings. Hoss Thompson's cowboys knew
all about the vicious, wild bronchos in the corral,
but they did not know that the young owner of
the ranch had easily conquered one of them while
they were absent on the range. Consequently
they expected to see some "mussed-up" cowboys
before many minutes had passed. They were
not disappointed in their expectations, however,
for the first of the volunteers went to the grass
in short order, and the second met a similar fate,
though he stuck it out a few minutes longer. Hoss
Thompson shook his head.
"Wild," said he, "I reckon them two crit ters is
about ther worst we've ever had here. There
ain't nobody here as kin ride either of 'em, without it's you."
"Well, I know I can ride one of them, for I
have done it," was the unexpected rejoinder.
"Yer have?"
The manager of Buckhorn Ranch looked surprised.
"Yes. Just ask the girls about it; they will
t ell you."
Hoss v•P.nt over. to where the girls were gathered and, • ~king out Arietta, he questioned her
as to what Wild had said.
"Certainly Wild conquered one of them," the
girl answere'd. "I lassoed the broncho and I picked out the worst of the two, at that. He soon
had the beast just where he wanted it, and he
never fell once, either. Pshaw! I am going to
try one of them pretty soon myself."
The manager's jaw drooped. He did not doubt
what Arietta said in the least, for he knew her
well enough to feel sure that she would not exaggerate. He went away and began telling others about it, and soon it spread over the gathering that Young Wild West had tamed one of the
wild bronchos two days before, and that his
charming sweetheart had declared that she was
going to tackle one of them herself. This made
those who had failed feel rather sheepish. But
it also spurred others on to try. At length Dover,
the Cowboy Deadshot, stepped out with his rope.
"I'll tackle that one," he said, pointing to one
of the bronchos, which was saddled and bridled,
but was now galloping around inside the conal,
snorting defiance, after having thrown the last
aspirant.
The cowboys from the Four Star Ranch broke
into a cheer for they knew their young foreman
was a good hand at the game. Dover galloped
away, and soon caught the broncho. He threw
him, and then, without any assistance, mounted
while the horse was down. Tlren there ensued a
real bucking scene, and the crowd shouted with
glee. The Cowboy Deadshot was doing finely,
but in an unlucky moment he made a mistake
and went flying over the broncho's head. A yell
of derision then went up, especially from those
who had failed, and their friends, who had not
offered to try it. The Cowboy Deadshot got up,
feeling much discomfited. He limped over to hi&
o,vn horse, and, mounting, rode l:>ack.
"I done ther best I could," he declared, speaking
to his sweetheart. "I'd have done it, but ther
beast fooled me jest enough tee git ther best of
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me. I'd like ter see ther one who kin ride that
broncho, though."
"I'll show him to you!" spoke up Arietta.
"The:re he is!"
She pointed to Wild, who was standing not far
away, talking to two or three ranchmen.
"I'll ask him ter do it, then. I know he's
somethin' of a dandy at shootin'; an' it might be
that he knows all about broncho bustin', too."
He lost no time in letting our hero know his
thoughts, and when Wild signified his willingness
to try, a shout went up from the cowboys and
othe1·s standing near. ·
"Ladies an' Gents," called out Cheyenne Charlie, as he rode out into the open and took off his
hat, "I have ther pleasure of lettin' yer all know
that ther Prince of ther Saddle, which is Young
Wild West, is goin' ter tackle ther broncho what
jest th rowed ther Cowboy Deadshot. Jest keep
your eyes open an' watch results."
Then Charlie rode back again and put on his
hat, no doubt satisfied that he had made a really
great speech, short as it was. The men belonging to Buckhorn and those who lived at Short
Creek yelled themselves hoarse. Their idol was
now about to perform, and, though they had
seen him many times before, they were just as
eager to watch him again. Wild was confident of
success, as he always was, and, thouP"h it was not
the same broncho he had mastered• two days before, he knew it was no worse. Mounted on his
gallant sorrel stallion Spitfire, he rode into the
corral and started for the saddled and bridled
broncho. He caught the beast with his lariat
easily, but, unlike the Deadshot Cowboy, h e did
not t ry to mount until the broncho g ot upon its
feet . Then he watched his chan ce and swun g
himself in the saddle, and the battle for supremacy began.
It was boy against horse, to s'"e which would
prove the master. The b_roncho_ had been worked to the pitch where all its ugliness showed, but
that only pleased Wild all the more. He sat in
the saddle, moving his body in unison with every
move the animal made, and, though he was forced
two or three times to dismount to keep from
being rolled upon by the angered beast, he got
back into the saddle at the proper time. The
bucking the broncho did was tenific, but the
dashing young rider only laughed. At length the
broncho gave it up, and t~en our. hero rode outside the corral, and, making a circle about the
prairie, came dashing back. It was just then
that a report rang out from behind a small hill
~ quarter of a mile away, and a bullet whizzed
past the head of the young Prince of the Saddle.

CHAPTER X.-The Horse Thieves at Work.
It did not take very long for Plug Barber to
make himself solid with the three men he had
allied himself with. His blustering way seemed
to take with them, and they really thought he
was much more than an ordinary man. Plug
bragged a great deal about things he had done,
and a great many that he had not done, and they
all agreed that he was just the man for a leader.
But the villain known as Sam had aspired to the
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office himself, and, though he was willing to let
Plug have a try at it, it was in his mind to make
a "kick" the tirst time the white feather was
shown by the new leader. Not that he expected
Plug would prove a coward, but if he should do --::
so that would put an end to him, as far as being
the boss of the gang was concerned. They all
stayed in the shanty, or close in the vicinity of
it, until nightfall, and then they got ready to
cross the river to Mexican soil.
lt was not long after dark when they mounted
their horses and, putting their belts about their
necks, so their revolvers wo_uld not come in contact with the water, they forced the horses to
wade into the river. It was only a short distance
to the other side at that point, but the water was
deep in the channel and the cunent swift. Plug's
horse objected strongly to it, but the villain was
a good horseman, so he soon made him svrim
along with the rest. Once on the other side, they
rode into the chaparral and soon sti·uck a trail
that was well known to Plug's companions.
"How far is it'?" ask ed the leader, as they
went along slowly.
"About five miles, I reckon," Lang replied. "If/'·
they've found out that any of ther horses is missin', they'IJ be on ther watch, most likely. So
we've got ter be mighty ca1·eful."
"Oh, that's all right. I reckon we ain't afraid
of no greasers. Jest watch me take care of 'em,
if any of 'em bothers us."
As three of them knew just where the corral
containing tfile horses was located, it was easy for
t h em to get there without making a mistake in
the way. But as they reached th e north side of
the corral they heard sounds othe'r than those
made by horses or mules. It happened that their
horses were at a walk at the time, and the ground
was so soft that they could n ot be hearel very
far. This was a good thing for them, and they
promptly halted and listened.
It was not long before they realized that there
were two or more men somewhere close by, and
that they were conversing in low tones. Here 1t ·
was that Plug showed how smart and daring he
was. He dismounted, and, leaning over to his
companions, said jn a whisper:
''I'll sneak over there an' find out somethin'
about thi s. You jest wait here till I comes back."
They nodded, and then Plug stole softly in the
The vegetation
direction the voices came from.
near the corral was luxuriant. Trees and shrubs
of the Mexican climate grew there in abundance,
and it was under the spreading branches of a
palm that the villain located the speakers. He
paused when within ten yards of them, and then
he suddenly became aware of the fact that they
were Indians. They were conversing partly in
their own language and partly in English, and it
did not take him very long to und erstand that
they were on the same mission as himself and
companions. The four redskins--for there was
just a quartette of them-were horse thieves, and
they were even then planning to make off with a
number of horses that were in the herder's corral. Plug g-avc a low chuckle, for he· readily saw
a way that would cause the rascally Indilll'ls to be
a great benefit to them.
"I'll let 'em do ther risky part of ther work.
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an' then me an' ther boys will take ther horses,"
he thought.
No sooner thought of than he made his way
back to his waiting companions.
"vVell," he said, in a low whisper, "I reckon
I've found out all about it."
"Some one on ther watch, eh?" Sam answered.
"No; four Injuns is there, gittin' ready ter take
some of ther horses out of ther corral."
The three villains were staggered at this unexpected information.
"lt seems that you fellers ain't ther only horse
thieves around in these parts," Plug went on.
"But I'm mighty glad that they're there."
"I don't see why you're glad," spoke up Josh,
shaking his head and shrugging his shoulders.
"They'll interfere with our plans an awful lot,
I think."
"Do yer think so? Well, I don't."
Plug put on an air of importance now.
"What do yer propose ter do, Plug?" Lang
.
asked.
"Well, I'm goin' ter let ther redskins pick out
ther horses an' bring 'em out of ther corral.
Then we'll jest swoop down on 'em an' take ther
nags away from 'em. I reckon that will save us
ther trouble of goin' inter ther corral, won't it?"
"Whew! But it sartinly will. You're what
they call a genius, all right."
Lang was delighted, for he really thought that
Plug was the right man in the right place. Sam
and Josh nodded, for they could see the point
now.
"Come on up," suggested the leader. "Leave
ther horses right here. I reckon wr ·.1n work
this thing fine."
They obeyed him, and two minutes later they
had crept up to within a few yards of the redskins. They found them just sneaking away
from the spot toward the gate of the corral.
Plug gave a low chuckle when hE: _saw th~t they
had left their horses there. W a1tmg until they
had reached the corral, he crept from the bushes
and went to the spot they had just vacated.
Much to bis satisfaction, he found that they had
Heft something there. The moon was just coming
up, and in a patch of light that came between an
opening iri the foliage he saw that there were
some blankets and the feathers the Indians usually wore in their hair.
"I reckon I'll take these," he muttered. "Ther
redskins is tryin' ter make it look as though they
was whites or greasers, an' they've left their
trappin's here. They're putty foxy, but I'll show
'em that I ain't no slouch."
He quickly informed his companions of the
find, and then he stuffed the bunch of feathers in
a pocket.
"We kin use 'em ter disguise ourselves, if we
git trailed," he said. "Then it will be laid ter
ther redskins, anyhow."
"That's it!" exclaimed Lang.
The Indians were not long in getting a bunch
of the horses together, and pretty soon they came
out, leading them at a walk. The four horse
thieves waited patiently, and when Plug finally
gave the word, they mounted and started for
them.
"I reckon you're caught, you sneakin' galoots!"
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cried Plug, taking care not to speak too loud.
"Let go them horses! "
The 1·edskins did not need to be told twice.
They let go the lariats and ran in the direction
of their own horses. Plug laughed outright, and
His combore down on the bunch of bronchos.
panions followed him, and they got them before
they could get away. Then, without paying any
further attention to the thieving redskins, who
were getting away from the corral as fast as
their ponies could carry them, he led the way toward the river. They reached it without any difficulty whatever, and it is quite likely that the
Indians never dreamed that they were but horse
thieves, the same as themselves. There were
fourteen of the horses, and it was quite a task to
get them over the river. But they managed to
do it after a while, and then they started at once
for the little ranch, where they knew they could
dispose of them. They kept on their way all
night, and when the sun arose the next morning
they were a few miles from the Rio Grande.
"Ten iniles more, an' we'll be there," said Lang.
"As we didn't bring anything along ter eat, we
may as well go right on."
It was a long ten miles, for it was over an
hour before they reached the ranch, and then
Lang admitted that he had made a wrong calculation in the distance. Plug was much pleased
when he found that it turned out just as his companions said it would, for the horses were received and paid for, and then the four horse thieves
were treated to a hearty meal. But they were
cautioned not to leave the ranch before dark, as
the buyer did not want to run any risk.
"Well," said Plug, "we might as well stay till
along toward mornin'. Then we kin take a look
at what's goin' on at Buckhorn Ranch on ther
way back. To-morrer afternoon is when ther
hi-gh old time begins, an' I want ter try an' git
a snot at Young Wild West."

CHAPTER XI.-Two of the Villains Drop Out.
There was so much noise around the corral
that the sound of the rifle shot. that came so
near taking the life of Young Wild West was
not heard by the crowd. But there was one man
who was away from the crowd just then, and he
not only heard it, but saw the puff of smoke, and
thus knew where the shot came from. It was
Harvey Dover, the Deadshot Cowboy. When he
saw Wild turn to ride back on the conquered
bron~ho he decided to be the first to congratulate
him, and away he rode to meet him. As he was
heading almost straight for the point the shot
was fired from, he could hardly help seeing the
puff of smoke and hearing the report. He knew
that the bullet had come pretty close to the boy
by the way he acted, and as he had his rifle with
hinl, he motioned for Wild to turn and accompany him to the spot.
"Come on, Wild," he .said. "It was the galoot
what threatened us over in Short Creek what
fired that shot. It was Plug Barbrer, yon kin
bet! We'll go an' git him. I reckon you kin
hold along with me on that broncho, can't ye-t?'
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"I think so," was the reply. "He is a pretty
speedy nag, I should say."
The ground was rapidly covered by the two,
and when they reached the place the shot had
come from they saw four riders making for the
group of sand hills that lay off to the left, a
mile away.
"lnjuns!" cried Dover, when he caught sight
of them.
"Nol" Wild answered, shaking his head.
"They're white men rigged out to fool us, I
reckon. Let's hunt them down. Charlie and
Jim won't be long coming, when they find we
don't come back right away."
The conquered broncho proved to be a very
swift traveler, and as they rode on the Deadshot
Cowboy had all he could do to keep up with him.
But they were gaining fast on the four villains,
who, as the reader can readily judge, were Plug
Barber and his companions . The four horse
thieves had arranged it so that they got back
just in time to see Young Wild West ride out of
the corral on the wild broncho. They were not
close enough, however, to get a near shot at him,
so, rather than not get any at all Plug took the
chance at long range. He missed, much to his
disgust.
"But they'll be after us hot now, an' then we'll
git a chance at him," he said. "Thunder! If
that ain't ther Deadshot Cowboy comin' I'll swaller ther feathers I've got stuck in my hat! Jest
ther one I want, boys! Him an' Young Wild
West has both been marked by me. This is what
I calls mighty good luck. Now if ther rest don't
come we'll make a finish of ther job in fine
shape."
"Well, he's on our trail now, an' comi.n' putty
fast too; if I know anything about it!" retorted
Sarr{, "An' we with mighty tired horses, tool
What show do we stand?"
"Jest wait till we git behind them sand hills
an' I'll show yer where yer stand!" Plug answered.
But by the time they reached the sandhills
their horses were well-nigh exhausted. Meanwhile Young Wild West was coming al<mg well
in advance of the Cowboy Deadshot. The two
bad spread apart, so they would be able to prevent the villains from escaping. As soon as they
reached the shelter of the sand hills Plug called
a halt and dismounted . Then he crept to the top
of one, rifle in hand. The Cowboy Deadshot offered an excellent mark for him just then, even
though he was farther away than our hero.
"Git ready ter rope that boy!" he ordered. "I'll
drop the other galoot in less than a minute.
We'll take Young Wild West alive; an' then if
his pards comes along we'll have him ter make
terms with 'em. They'll let us go, most likely,
rather than have us kill him."
This was not the kind of work that the three
horse thieves liked, by any means. But it seemed the best way out of it· just then, so they got
On
ready to obey their leader's instructions .
came Wild, revolver in hand, not knowing just
where the villains were. He was right on top of
them when Plug took careful aim at Dover and
pressed the trigger of his rifle. Crangl As the
report of the rifle rang out, both horse and rider
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fell. Almost at the same moment Lang cleverly
threw a lasso and caught our hero about the
body.
"Hooray!" cried Plug. "I reckon yer see how
it's turned out now, boys. I know what I'm doin', I reckon. An' not an.other galoot in sight,
tool Young Wild West has fired his last shot
now, I reckon!"
The ~guised gan~ of renegade cowboys had
done their work quickly and well. Wild was
dragged from his saddle, and as his horse galloped away they fell upon him. But just then
the Deadshot Cowboy appeared from behind a
sand hill. Crack! The villain called Lang threw
up his hands and rolled over dead! Crack! Josh
got. the same d?se. But Plug and Sam dodged
behind a sand hill, letting go their prisoner without loss of time. They ran for their horses and
managed to mount them before our hero could
get the lariat from his body. With the sand hills
between them and the Deadshot Cowboy, they
galloped away toward the strip of woods that lay
but a short distance beyond. They did not even
look back, but bent low over their tired steeds
and rode for their vexy lives. Just why it was
that they were not pursued they did not know ·
but they thanked their stars that they were not'
and, reaching the woods, they turned for th~
river. They were forced to slacken the speed to
a walk a few minutes later to keep thei:r steeds
from dropping- with sheer exhaustion. At length
they reached the swamp, tired and hungry, for
they had ~aten nothing since the night before.
'.'One thmg about it," said Sam, his eyes brighterung a little, "it ain't likely they'll think of
comin' here ter look fur us. They'll think we
crossed ther river, most likely."
Plug nodded.
"It are too bad that we divided the1· money we
got f?,r ther horses," he observed. "If I had
kept it, we could have whacked it up, since Josh
an' Lang has gone under."
Sam said nothing to this, but looked around
for something to eat and drink. He found both
and started in ravenously . Plug joined him and
then both ate in silence. They seemed to b; confident that they were safe in the confines of the
swamp, even though it was so close to the solid
ground where the shanty stood. After he had
eaten, Sam fixed up his bunk and laid down. He
was soon in a deep sleep, and unable to stand the
solitude Plug- soon followed his example. It was
dark when th~ ~o villains awoke. Plug was in
the act of stnking a match when his companion
stopped him.
"Don't do that," said said. "You've done
enough already. Do yer want Young Wild West
an' ther Deadshot Cowboy ter come an' finish
us?"
"Oh, I reckon I know what I'm doin' I I'm ther
leader, ain't I?"
"Yer was-but yer ain't nowtn
, Sam spoke as though he meant business, .and
then the two men stood still, facing each other
in the darkness.
CHAPTER XII.-The Celebration Begins.
The Deadshot Cowboy dismounted when he
reached Wild and cut him free. The villains had
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succeeded in winding the rope about the boy so
that it was hard to get his hands free in a hurry.
"Come on after the g-aloots !" said Dover, his
eyes flashing. '·I got two of 'em, but we may as
·"' well make a clean sweep of it."
"I haven't got a horse now," Wild answered.
"By the time I got one they would be so far in
the woods that we couldn't get them. But it is
all right. Let them go. I know where we can
'
find them to-night."
"You do know where you can find them?"
"Yes. I found the shanty they use for a head quarters this morning. It is hidden in a swamp,
and they will most likely go there, thinking it
the only safe place for them. I might take one
of the two horses over there, but they are about
ready to drop, I reckon, Let the two galoots go;
we'll get them to-night."
Dover gave in, and then he turned his attention to the two men he had shot.
"I don't know 'em," he said. "But one of ther
four was Plug Barber, all right."
"Yes, he was one to get away," Wild answered.
"But, say! You were mighty lucky that y_o u
didn't get the bullet one of them sent at you."
"Yes, that's right. My horse got it though."
"And you m eant to take one of the horses
they had left behind to follow Plug Barber and
the other fellow?"
"Well, that was the only way I could see."
"It was just as well, then. We couldn't have
caught them. Wait until to-night."
They walked back to where Dover's horse lay.
It was dead, and, removing the saddle and bridle,
the Deadshot Cowboy shook his head sadly.
"That was a good horse, Wild," he said. "He
wasn't such a mighty fast one, but he could keep
at jt all day long. It was Plug Barber who shot
him I 'll bet! Well, I'll make him suffer for it,
see if I don't! They had you, and it was my
business to shoot, and I did. I ain't got no feelin's of remorse fur droppin' them two galoots."
"No. It was a case of fight, and you won, that's
all."
The two now walked a\vay from the spot and
SQon reached the open prairie beyond the · sand
hills. Then they saw a dozen or more riders coming toward them. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
were among them, and when he saw them Wild
waved his hand. The broncho Wild had been
dragged from was making his way back for the
corral, and when they saw that both Young Wild
West and the Deadshot Cowboy were all right one
of the cowboys went for it to lasso it. In a very
few minutes the rest rode up and met the two,
who had been unhorsed.
"Yer must have had a lively time of it, Wild,"
said Jim Dart. "Something took place that was
not down on the programme, I reckon."
"You can bet on that, Jim!" was the reply.
"That scoundrel, Plug Barber and three other fellows got me. One of them shot Dover's horse under him, but he managed to get around in time to
shoot two of them and save me."
"What!"
Dart was astonished.
"Tell us about it, Wild," spoke up Charlie,
eagerly.
Our hero did so, relating all that had happened
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in detail. Charlie and the cowboys wel'.'e for taking the trail right away, but Wild shook his
head.
"You know where to find them, as well as I
do, Charlie," he said. "We won't spoil the celebration. We'll wait until it is over, and then
we'll go and get Plug Barber and the other fellow. I reckon it won't be a hard job to ge}
them."
"All right, Wild; just as you say."
Wild got on the scout's horse with him and
Dover with one of the cowboys, and then they all
rode back to the corral. When those waiting there
found out what had happened there was great
surprise. But Wild made a little speech, declaring that ther would have no trouble in catching
the two villains when they got ready to do it,
and then suggested that it was time to go back
to the house and eat. Our hero was not much
the worse from his rough experience with the
bucking broncho, and what had followed, and
when he had washed up and donned a brand new
sombrero he was his old self once more.
It was not long before the exciting incident
among the sand hills was forgotten, for the time,
anyhow, and then the guests ef Buckhorn Ranch
proceeded to fill in with the good things that had
been fixed up under the direction of Stella Thompson and the girls. Mike, the peon, had been true
to his word, for he had brought the two Mexican
musicians he had promised, and the music was
ready. It seemed to be the desire of the majority that the dancing should begin as soon as
the repast was over, so Wild told them to go
ahead.
The floor of the big barn adjacent to the house
was to be used for this purpose, and as all the
doors were opened wide it was as cool there as
anywhere. The cowboys wanted something on
which they could make a noise with their feet,
and there was nothing better than a barn floor
for that purpose. In a little while those who
wanted to dance were gathered there, and the
fun began. It was about this time that Hop
Wah put in appearance. Hop was dressed in
female attire. Many of the cowboys did not
know but that he was a woman, and when one
of them seized him to join in the dance Hop went
along quite willingly. But Hop did not mean
that things should run along smoothly. He had
captured two rats that morning, and he had them
in his pockets, read.,, to make a little excitement
when the proper time came. As he had treated
both the rats to a coat of bright red paint, they
were bound to create a sensation when they made
their appearance.
"Step lively, gal!" said the cowboy who was
dancing with the disguised Chinaman. "G:it a
move oi. yer!"
"Allee light, lovely Melican man," answered
Hop, speaking in a very loud tone of voice.
Then he made a high kick and just grazed the
cowboy's chin.
"It's Hop!" cried Arietta, who was danetng with
Wild, and then a burst of laughter went up from
thote who knew the clever Celestial.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop. "Me allee samee bully
boy with um glassee eye! Hoop-ala!"
Then he pulled a pasteboard box from under
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the dress he wore and let it fall right in the micldile of the set. The lid flew off and out jumped
the two painted rats, squealing in their flight.
There were united screams from the women and
girls present, and then a wild scamper out of
the barn. The music stopped right away, for one
of the rats made a bolt for the players and leaped
upon the shoulder of the greaser playing the flute.
Hop quickly made himself scarce in the excitement that followed, and soon all were laughing
over th.e incident.
"Beats all!" declared the cowboy ,,ho had been
dancing with Hop. "That's ther first time I eve::,
seen red rats! An' it was a heathen Chinee 1
had fur a partner, eh, an' not a woman? Well,
by thunder! I must be sorter blind, I reckon."
The fellow was a very good-natured one, however, and he laughed louder than the rest. Then
the dancing wacS resumed, and it kept up for over
an hour, when Wild thought it was time for sometlung else. He took the floor and called 'Out:
"Ladies and Gentlemen: Suppose we have a
little in the line of fancy riding and shooting?
We have the Deadshot Cowboy among us, and he
will no doubt r:ive us an exhibition worth looking at. We also have the Rifle Queen here, and,
I believe, several others v:ho can make things interesting in that line."
"How about yourself?" asked Dover, as he
winked at those standing near him.
"Well, I'll try to keep up with the procession,"
was the reply. "But people soon get tired of
watching me at the game. It is an old thing with
most of them. I reckon if they had seen me
when the four men were tying me up they could
have been interested, though."
"You bet we would!" yelled Gibbons, who had
got hold of some tanglefoot in some way, and
had been celebrating- pretty fast. "We wouldn't
let you git hurt, Young Wild West."
"Well, we'll give the musicians a chance to
rest a bit, and we will have a little shooting, just
for a change."
Taking the cue, they all went outside. They
did not go to the corral this time, for tJ1ere was
plenty of room right outside the barn.
"Boys," said Wild, calling Charlie and Jim
aside, I reckon I'll put up some prizes for the
cowboys to shoot for, just to make it interesting.
I will bar all of the foremen present, so they can
have a chance. The Deadshot Cowboy will shoot
against me, and no one else, unless you two want
.
to join in."
"I reckon I'll take a trick with him," the scout
answered. "Of course, if you ain't got no objections."
"You know I haven't, Charlie. And I am sure
Dover won't have any."
"Well, I'll go in, too, then," said Jim:
"Good! Now I'll tell them what is up."
Wild tllen called the attention of the crowd,
and said:
"The next thing on the programme will be a
shooting match between cowboys. Only those
who work under a foreman will be allowed to
compete, and I am going to give a twenty-dollar
gold piece to the winner. The second in the shoot
will receive ten dollars, and the third five. Get
read;v for business L"
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CHAPTER XIII.-Some Clever Shooting.
The words of the young deadshot were receiv- .,,
eel with enthusiasm. The cowboys had not expected a chance to earn some money in the v,ay
of prizes, and about twenty of them at once
signified their willingness to enter the contest.
Jim Dart took down their names and gave each
a number as fast as they came up. Then our
hero made kno,vn the terms of the contest, which
were that each man should shoot at a bottle that
was to be suspended from the limb of a tree,
while riding at full speed. There wern plenty of
bottles to be had, and when Wild called out that
he n eeded some empty whisky bottles to arrange
for the shoot, many of the cowboys rushed up
to accommodate him.
"That's right, boys," he sail!. "If they get broken by bullets they can't be filled again. Too
much whisky is no good, anyhow."
"Mexican Joe has got plenty more bottles!"
shouted Ranchman Gibbons.
"Jim," said Wild, "I will leave it to you to put
up a new bottle every time one is broken. Fetch
over enough bottles, boys."
More than enough were quickly carried to the
foot of the tree. When everything was in readiness, \Vild took the list of names from Dart
and called out for Number 1.
"Ready!" came the reply, for all the contestants
were mounted.
. "Off you go, then! Shoot as many times as you
hke, but be cal'eful and don't hit the judges!"
Away went Number 1, his broncho going at
the top of its speed. He reached the tree and
fired twice in quick succession. But the bottle
remained untouched. Number 2 did better, for
he broke it at the second shot. Number 3 bro1<e
a bottle the first time he fired, and the cheer he
got was a rousing one. He remained in the lead
until the twelfth shot was made, and then a man
did the same. There were two more ties, as the _..
judges declared, so the four shot it off, and the
man to hit the bottle at the first shot, beari:ng
the Number 12, was selected as the winner of
the contest. TJ:ie second and third prizes were
awarded to those deserving of them, and then the
crowd cheered, and got ready for tlle next thing
on the programme. Wild knew that it was quite
likely that the Deadshot Cowboy could make such
a shot nine times out of ten, so he decided to _
propose something harder.
"Ladies and Gentlemen," he called out: "We
will now have a little shooting match that is
open to all. Harvey Dover, the Deadshot Cowboy, will compete against my partners and myself. iut, as I just said, it is open to all. The
more, the merrier!"
No one else ofiered to enter, however, so the
four got ready.
"What is it to be this time Wild?" a sked one·
of the judges.
"Put up a bottle, the same as before," was tha
reply.
Dove1· smiled.
"But we are not going to shoot at the bottle,
but the cord," Wild went on, after a slight pause.
Then Dover's face took on a different look.
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"That's a mighty hard stunt, I 1·eckon," he
said.
"I reckon it is," nodded the scout. "I don't
know where I'll come in on ther game."
"We can't do more than iniss, anyhow," said
Jim cheerfully.
It fell to the lot of Dover to go first.
He rode off, and when within ten feet of the
bottle he fired. He missed and did not try it
again. Jim Dart went next and fired twice, missing both times. Then Charlie tried and shot the
neck off the bottle.
"Young Wild West wins!" shouted the judges,
as the dashing young deadshot rode up and severed the string with a quick shot.
The boy came riding back, and when the applause had subsided he looked at Dover and his
partners and said:
"I reckon you all can do that if I tell you how.
And that is just what I am going to do. Charlie
came mighty near to it, I can tell you! Now,
Dover, you just try it over again, and aim about
half an inch above the top of the bottle. Shoot
just as though you were trying to see how close
you could come to the top of the bottle without
hitting it. You're pretty apt to hit the string,
I reckon."
"Blamed if I don't try it again!" exclaimed Dover. "Here she goes!"
The bottle had been put up again, .and he went
for it, determined to act on our Jtero's advice.
Crack! He fired and succeeded in doing the trick.
Charlie then tried, and succeeded in doing it, too.
But Jim declined to try.
"Well, I reckon that makes us about even," said
Wild. "So I will have to go you one better. I
am going to take nvo shots this time. I practiced this a whole lot some time ago, and I hardly think I have forgotten it yet. Watch me!"
The bottle being ready, he rode for it at a
gallop. Crack! Crack! At the first shot the
strino- was severed close to the neck of the bottle, :nd at the second the bottle flew in pieces
before it hit the ground.
The Deadshot Cowboy shook his head. .
"I reckon there ain't no use in me tryin' that,"
he declared. "I couldn't do it in a week."
"Dover. I want you to try it, anyhow," insisted
our hero.
"Well to oblige you, I will," was the reply.
"And if you don't do it the first time take two
·
or three more chances."
"Well, here goes!"
The Deadshot Cowbov rode off. Crack! He
fired and missed hitting the string this time,
though the bullet must have touched the edge of
the bottle neck, for it was seen to sway.
"Try it again," Wild called out.
After a little persuasion Dover did try. But
he could not even accomplish the first part of
the trick, and he gave it up in disgust. It was
only natural that Wild should feel proud over
his achievement, for he had been g·iven the name
of the Champion Deadshot, and he rather liked
the title. But he was not the one to boast about
it. When the crowd took to cheering him he
waved his hand for them to stop.
"It's all right," he said. "I keep in practice;
.
that's why I shoot so p-ood."
Dover did not seem to be much disappointed.
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"I never expected to beat Young Wild West,"
he declared. "I did not even expect to tie him
the first time, and I wouldn't have done it if he
hadn't given me a second chance, and told me how
ter go at it. A bullet is one thing an' a string's
another; an' it's mighty hard ter git ther two
ter come together, when a feller is ridin' at full
speed, no matter how close yer git to ther string."
Every one agreed with him on this. Wild now
called for the cowboys to give an exhiliition of
picking up the handkerchief and other fancy and
daring tricks. He refused to take part in this,
for he did not want to take all the laurels. Tl1.1.·
cowboys were well up in this kind of work, anyhow, and there was really little that could be
done to beat them. This over, dancing was in
order again, and the crowd repaired to the barn
once more. When they got there they found Hop
sitting by the musicians, an overturned cheesebox on the floor before him and a big, old-fashioned six-shooter in his hand.
"Me allee sam~e makee lillee music, too, so be,
Misler Wild," he said, as our hero approached
him to find out what he was up to.
"I reckon it will be queer old music that you
will make," was the reply. "But go ahead. We'll
hear what it sounds like."

CHAPTER XIV.-Gibbons at Draw Poker.
Hop Wah had certainly arranged to make some
music. When Wild told him to go ahead he took
the pistol by the barrel and struck the round box
before him a sharp blow. Almost instantly music was heard coming :from the box. The guests
crowded around to hear it, many of them being
superstitious enough to believe that the che,,sebox was bewitched. The tune soon died out, however, and then Hop picked up his box and made
a bow, after which he left the barn. Wild noticed that one of the ranchmen present did not
seem to think Hop's performance amounted 1to
much. This man was Maxley, who had met t 1e
Chinaman before he came over to the high olcl
time. When the music was playing, Maxley ], l
been doing some great siniling, and when it ,:as
over he started to talk about something else.
"It seems to me that you kno\v something aln-.it
that music of Hop's, Mr. Maxley," Wild said as
he walked over to him.
"Well, I suppose I o.ught to know a little ::.' 1t
it," was the reply. "He bought the music '.,J:.
of me."
"He did, eh?"
"Yes; that music box is only about as big as
a ·good-~ized watch . I paid ten dollars for ; up
in El Paso, about a year ago. But it broke ,•c, 1t
would not make music any more. I don't k·o·.v
what made me fetch it along with me; but · nt
it in my pocket befo1·e I started from the n ' t
and soon after I got here I went aside and r 1« la .another attempt to make it work. You see, I had
tried about a dozen times before, but I never
could make it go again. The mainspring in it
was broke, I reckon. Well, hori came ?Jrrg
while I was working v,ith the blamed old t 11:~g,
and he asked what it was. I told him it ,. ~ · a
little music box, but it was b1·uke. '.('hen ..,e of-
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fered me two dollars fur it, an' I thought I'd
better take him up. He paid ther money an'
took ther music box, or musical watch, as they
called it when I bought it. He's managed ter fix
it, I see."
"Yes, he is quite a genius, and I reckon he
soon found out what was the trouble with it
But I wonder what made him put the little in
strument in that cheese-box, when he could have
kept it in his pocket?"
"He wanted ter make a big show of ther mu
sic. That was a comical idea, I think, ter put
ther little thing in a cheese-box, an' then set over
it-with a big six-shooter. Hop is ther funniest
heathen I ever seen, anyhow."
"Yes, that's what every one says."
Wild went back and told the girls how Hop
had managed to pro-duce the music, and they all
laughed. But that was only a very small inci
dent, so t hey soon forgot it as the· dance went on
The dancing was continued for about an h our
and then they all went outside again. This time
it was announced by our hero that there would
be a rough-riding match, with girls to compete
only. There were several there who could do all
sorts of tricks with a horse, and Wild deemed it
no more than right that they should take part.
The next half hour was a jolly one, indeed. The
most of the ranch girls were so expert that
their riding could not be much improved upon, no
.... matter who the teacher might be. Arietta and
the Rifle Queen distinguished themselves by doing some very difficult shooting while riding a!
full speed, and that wound up the girls' part of
it. Then it was that our hero proposed a square
set on horseback. The couples to respond wer-e
Cheyenne Charlie and his wife; Jim Dart and
Eloise, and Myrtle Bill and his wife. Ranchman
Gibbons called off the figures of the old-fashioned landers, and the crowd applau.ded to the
echo as the intelligent horses were skillfully
.
guided through the performance.
They went through all parts, too, ·for Gibbons
knew the figures well, and not once did he make
a mistake, That was really the prettiest part of
the whole entertainment, and most all who were
there were ready to declare it so. After this
there was more dancing in the barn, and this was
kept up until Hoss Thompson announced that
there was a little grub left, and plenty of good.
hot coffee to go with it. Hot coffee is not much
of a drink on a very warm day, still there were
lots there who were ready to enjoy a cup of it
just the same. After he had got a cup of the
coffee in him, Gibbons felt better. If any one
had enjoyed himself, he had. He allowed tha1
he'd take a stroll around and finish up by taking
a seat on the front porch of the house, so he
lighted a big cigar and proceeded to do so. H,
was just walking around the house when he came
in contact with a little game of poker. Hop and
two cowboys were the principals, and Hop was
making money fast, but in small lots.
"Hello!" cried the ranchman, giving a nod of
pleasure. "I reckon I'm in this. I had nigh
about four hundred dollars stole by Plug Barber;
but I ain't quite broke yet. How about it, boys?"
"Sartin, boss," answered one of the cowboys,
while the other nodded his willingness promptly.
"Me velly muchee likee play with um velly
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smartee Melican man," Hop said, as he smiled
sweetly at the ranchman.
"What's ther ante?" he asked, as he sat down.
"Oh, it ain't much," answered one of the cowboys. "None of us has got much money, so we
jest made it a quarter, an' a dollar limit. It's
a limit game so nobody kin lose much, yer know."
There was a grin on the face of Gibbons as he
sat down to play. He actually thought he was
going to show the Chinaman something he had
never dreamed of. He happened to win the deal,
and then he dropped the cards a couple of times
in shuffling, and each time he picked them up he
managed to arrange some cards as he wanted
them. Hop knew what he was up to, but said
nothing. He saw that the ranchman was getting
certain cards at the top of the pack, and when he
laid them down for him to cut the Chinaman
cleverly flipped four of the top ones up his sleeve.
His sleig-ht-of-hand enabled him to do that without being discovered. Gibbons then dealt, and
.he thought he had the cards just right, for the
cut had just suited him. Hop picked up his hand
and found that he had a four-flush of hearts.
One of the cowboys had three jacks to start
with, while the other found a pair of queens.
Gibbons had nothing at all. But this did not
matter to him; he had placed four aces right
where he could get them on the draw, and that
was all he wanted. He also had another jack
and a couple of queens to distribute, as well as
a heart for Hop, to make up his flush. They all
drew just as he wanted them to, and then he was
su1·e that he was going to get the four aces.
Hop had drawn one card, and when he found
that he had filled the flush he smiled blandly.
But he was not quite satisfied with that for a
hand, so he slipped the four cards out of his
sleeve and peeped at them. They proved to be
the four aces of the pac_k. He cleverly slipped
back four from his hand and took the aces.
Each of the cowboys had four of a kind so
there was a smile all around. So confident ~as
the ranchman that he had the winning hand that
he did not look at the cards he drew. The betting went around, each raising it the limit, until
it came to him. Then he made it a dollar more
and picked up his cards. A blank look came over
his face at first, and then he uttered an exclamation of disgust.
"Whattee mattee ?" asked Hop, as though he
did not know.
"Nothin," was the reply. "Go ahead an' do yer
bettin', boys."
Each one raised it agai;n, and when it came his
turn Gibbons dropped aut. Hop won the pot.
"See here!" said Gibbons, looking at him sharply. "How did you git them four aces?"
"You allee samee givee me," was the reply.
"No, I didn't. But never mind; I'm done, I
reckon."
"If you lost anything, it serves you right, for
you all know what the Chinaman is."
It was Young Wild West who spoke. He had
been watching the game without them knowing it.
CHAPTER XV.-The "High Old Time" closes.
"Hop," said he, "I reckon you can give back
what you won. If you won the money square I
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wouldn't say a word; but I know you couldn't wedding will take place as soon as they can arrange for it."
play a square game if you tried."
ther Dead.shot Cowboy ain't ther kind of
The Chinaman paid back the money, his face a "But
man fur Mary. I always wanted her ter i. t
wreathed in smiles, as though it was a real some galoot what had plenty of money. Dover
pleasure to do it. After it got dark enough, lan- ain't got enough money ter start in a poker
terns were lighted and hung about inside the game. I couldn't listen ter anything like that,
barn. Those who wanted to dance kept it up, Wild."
,
and those who were inclined to sit down and
can listen to it. You thought
you
yes,
"Oh,
porch.
the
up
filled
and
chat went to the house
to promote him to the positi cm
Dover
of
enough
thought,
he
sport,
Wild had quite enough of the
you?"
didn't
foreman,
of
was
it
so he sat with Arietta under a tree, where
"Yes, but that ain't got nothin' ter do with his
not very light. It was not long before another marryin' my darter-my only darter, too!"
couple came along. It proved to be Dover and
"Did your wife pick the right kind of a galoot
Mary Gibbons, his boss's daughter.
when she married you?"
"Excuse us," said the Dead.shot Cowboy. "We
"Thunde1· I I reckon she did. Her dad didn 't
seen yer come over here, an' that's why we folwant her ter have me, an' she had jest sand
of
favor
little
a
ask
lered yer. We want ter
enough ter run away with me. But it turned out
yer, Wild."
all right. Her dad forgive her, an' he started me
"Just tell me what it is, and if I can grant it in business. Yes, she had spunk enough ter run
away with me, an' she's had plenty of spunk
I will," replied our hero.
"Well, me an' Mary has sorter made up our ever since."
''Well, 1:1»1-Ybe Mary has got some of her mothminds that we like each other mighty good."
"I see. You want to ask us to come to the er's spunk and she might take a notion to run
away with Dover if you refused to let him hw>'e
wedding, I suppose."
"Well, yes. But there's somethin' more I want her. Then you would be starting him in busir.1.·ss
ter ask yer. Yer see, we don't jest know how it before long, I suppose."
''.Don't say any more," spoke up Arietta. "Mr.
is goin' ter strike ther old man when Mary tells
him that she wants me fur a pardner through Gibbons says 'Yes.' I know he does."ranchman.
"Right yer are, gal!" exclaimed the
life. He might not take ter it very kindly. What
But
we want is fur you ter sorter break ther way "There ain't no use in arguin' th.er question.
abo;..t
opinion
mother's
her
ask
better
had
Mary
any
if
it,
do
kin
You
us.
fur
man
old
ther
with
it."
one livin' kin; we know that."
That settled it. Arietta suggested that Mrs.
"That's right, Mr. West," spoke up Mary. "Dad Gibbons be called, and Dover at once went after
is a mighty peculiar man sometimes. If you was her. He came back linked arms with her and
ter go to him an' jest tell him that ,·ou thought when the ranchman saw this he laughed he~rtil •
it was all right fur Harvey an' me to hook up,
"I reckon thts was a putty good scheme " h~
he'd say he thought so, too. That would settle said. "But it's all right, Maria; if you're ~atisit then. I've got mother ter say yes; but yer fied, I a.m."
know how it is with ther men folks. If dad
"Well, I think it's right fu1· a gal to marry ther
ain't asked he'll raise a row, an' then there'll be man she loves, Joe," was the reply.
Mother
two.
or
day
a
fur
ranch
ther
on
livin'
no
It was about midnight when the celebration
will git good an' mad, fur she's a terror when she
to an end. Quite a few were going to r ecame
discharged,
be
will
Harvey
then
an'
gits started;
over night, and the house was crowded ~o
main
We
him.
with
'lope
ter
._ I s'pose, an' I'll have
had to be turned over to the women a;d
it
that
if
sailin',
plain
want
we
don't want it that way;
girls. But there was plenty of places for tJ, "?
we kin git it."
men and boys to sleep, so there was no troubh
Our hero assured them that he would settle about it. After the last of. those who were leavaway.
right
question
the
ing had gone, Cheyenne Charlie sought out Wild
"I want to speak to you, Mr. Gibbons," he said, and said:
ranchman.
the
found
after he
"I s'pose you're goin' after Plug Barber an'
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "What is it?" ther other galoot now, Wild?"
"Just come over here with me."
"Yes, Charlie; but I reckon the Deadshot CowThe ranchman went with him to where the cou- boy will go with me. We seem to be the ones
ple were waiting with Arietta.
involved in this piece of business, and as there
"Hello!" he said, as he sat down on the grass are only two of them we are the ones who ought
little
this-a
and saw who they were. "What's
to settle it."
side party all ter itself ? "
"That's right. I'd like ter go, but I know
''Yes, that's right, boss," answered Dover nerv- what's right. You two go ahead."
ously. "But Wild is goin' ter tell yer about it."
"All right, Charlie. I reckon we'll come prettv
"Tell me about what?"
near bringing them in, unless something hap·"Boss Gibbons," said Wild, "your daughter Mary pens."
wants to marry Dover."
"Get your horse ready Dover," he continued.
"What!" cried the ranchman, sp1·inging to his "We will go and get the two galoots who g ot
feet. "What in thunder does she want ter do away this afternoon."
A few minutes later the two set out. Wild led
that fur?"
"Because she likes him, of course. Now, Do- the_ way, and in a little while they reached the
ver likes her, so there you are! All you have trail that led down to the river bank and to f!:ie
got to do is to give them your blessing, and the swamp. Not until he was pretty close to the
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spot did he bring his horse down to a walk.
They reached the path and dismounted, and just
then a light fla shed from the window of the
shanty and went out again.

CHAPTER XVI.-Conclusion.
Though neither of the villains were aware of
it, it was past midnight when Plug Barber and
Sam faced each other in the darkness of the
shanty in the swamp. Sam had slept over it
and he ?ad come to the conclusion that Plug wa~
responsible for it all. He meant to turn on him
and he was ready to do it now.
'
"I ain't ther boss now, eh?" said Plug coolly.
"We'll see about that!"
"No, yer ain't ther boss now! I'm fur myself
an' you're fur yourself. I reckon this shanty belongs ter me, so yer kin light out right now!"
"Can't yer be a little bit reasonable ? " asked
Plug, changing his manner all of a sudden. "I
don't know where ter go if I git out. I ain't
acquainted around here."
"Well, I ain't a hog, so if yer want ter yer kin
stay here till mornin'," Sam said.
Q
Then Plug suddenly struck a match.
"Drop that match, :Plug!" he exclaimed, as he
reached over and took the revolver from the villain's hand. "I reckon we know who's boss now
?on'( we, _Plug!" he said, with a ring of sarcas~
m his voice. "Do yer know what I'm g-0in' ter
do with yer?"
....-.
"Y e're goin' ter let me shift fur myself, ain't
yer?" asked Plug.
"No! I'm goin' ter have revenge fur ther
death of Josh an' Lang! That's what I'm goin'
ter do, Plug Barber! If you hadn't led us inter
that trap, everything would have been all right.
But yer had ter go an' meddle with Young Wild
,vest, an' now you've got ter die fur it! I'll give
yer time ter say yer prayers, an' then you'll light
out fo1·everl"
With a strength that was born of despair, Plug
Barber lowered his head and rushed at his enemy. He collided with him and sent him to the
floor with a crash. Sam must have lost his revolver, for he did not fire, and the next minute a
deadly struggle was going on in the shanty. It
was just then that Young Wild West and the
Deadshot Cowboy threw open the door and flashed a lantern upon the struggling pair.
"Hands up!" cried Wild, in a ringing voice. "I
r eckon you've made your last stand, you sneaking
galoots!"
But the men paid no attention to him. They
were locked in a deadly embrace, each trying to
keep the other from using a knife. Wild and
Dover soon saw what the situati-on was, and they
stepped inside.
"Let go, there!" ordered our hero, pointing his
revolver at them.
"I will if he will!" answered Plug, who was the
first to give in when the light fell upon him and
he saw who it was holding it.
"Is it Young Wild West?" asked Sam, who
.,, .__ could not see very well.
"That's jest who it is, you 1·iproarin' galoot!"
:retorted Dover. "Yer may as well give in. I
don't know you from a side of sole leather. But
ther other galoot I do. I want him!"

DE.ADSHOT

COWBOY

The two men quickly got up. The revolvers of
b?th were lying on the floor, and Wild quickly
picked them up.
"Plug Barber," said he, "I reckon you'd better
hand over the money you stole from Gibbons before we go any further."
He had the money all in one bunch and he
quickly got it out and handed it over. '
"Thern it is, jest as I took it," he exclaimed.
"~ow if you'll give me a chance ter git to ther
river I'll never show myself in Texas ag'in!"
"Not much!" cried the Deadshot Cowboy.
"You're goin' ter take what's comin' to yer Plug I
There ain't no gittin' out of that. Yo~ ain't
goin' ter git away!"
"Yer kin bet ?e ain't, stranger!" spoke up
Sam, suddenly whipping out his big hunting knife.
"~'ve got an a~co~nt ter settle with him, so yer
k}n b~t he won t git away. Pull yer bowie, Plug!
I 11 give yer a show. I reckon these gents won't
interfere!"
. Somehow, our h~ro could not find it his duty to
mterfere. The kruves clashed together, and Wild
and the Deadshot Cowboy stood as mute spectators. That one of the villains would soon die
they b~th knew. Clash-clash! Then the fight
be_gan m earnest. Sam got more violent every
mmute-aye, second-and suddenly he made a
desperate lunge that settled it. Plug Barber
dropped his knife and sank to the floor of the
shanty. But his slayer had overreached his balance a little, and he fell upon him just as he
drew the knife from the wound. Just how it
occurred neither Young Wild West nor the Deadshot _Cowboy kn~w;. but when they found that
the victor lay quivering and gaspino- on the body
of Plug, th~y turned him over and found that he
had run himself almost through with the same
blade that won the fight for him.
"That's what yer might call putty quick work
I reckon," said Dover. "We'd better leave 'e~
here till daylight, Wild. It takes a whole lot of
trouble off our hands, don't it?"
"That's right, Dover. Come on!"
Mounting their horses, they set out for the
ranch. Wild and Dover told all that had happened, and there was a general feeling of satis- -~
faction. The next morning some of the cowboys
rode over to the shanty and buried the bodies in
the swamp, after taking- the money found upon
them. All the guests left quite early save the
Gibbons family and the Deadshot Cowboy. They
got ready to go after dinner, and then, after he
had held a short consultation with the bride-to-be
'
Dover came to Wild and said :
"I reckon me an' Mary is goin' over ter Short
Creek an' git spliced right away. Won't you an'
your pards an' ther gals come along?"
"You bet we will!" was the reply, and then arran&"ements were made in a hurry.
Gibbons made no objections whatever. He had
recovered his money, and he was happy. They
~II went ove~· to the settlement, and there was a
Jolly good time at the wedding. And when it
was all over and our friends were back at the
ranch they could not help declaring that the high
old time had been a great success.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S CAVALRY CHARGE; or, THE SHOT
THAT SAVED ARIETTA'S LIFE."
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CUR REN T NEW S
LUMINO US FISH OF THE OCEAN
Strange, indeed, has been the evolution of the
organs of sight of the practicall y blind fish, which
live jn the total darkness of the depths of the
ocean, where no ray of light ever penetrates . In
some the eyes are very small; in others they are
large and round, as if in a struggle to catch some
faint gleam of brightnes s. One-fifth of these
fish possess a luminous organ on some part of the
body.
Several varieties of fish living near the surface carry lights, among them the "lantern fish"
of the Malay Archipela go and another recently
discovere d in Jamaican waters. All these have a
large, luminou s organ just below the eye, emitting
a greenish- white light, which flickers at .regular
intervals. Sor.1e deep-sea fish have the light attached to a long movable tip. Some of these are
prnbablv real lanterns, others decoys in the pursuft of prey.
RUBIES AND DIAMON DS
Weight for weight, a ruby is more valuable than
a diamond and it is estimated that a ruby the
color of a pigeon's blood and weighing five carats
will fetch ten times the price of a diamond of
the same weight. Furtherm ore, the price increases with the size of the stone.
Every precautio n is thus naturally taken to
pTevent such precious objects being lost or stolen.
When the "byon," or ruby earth, is dug from the
mine it is placed in iron bins, whi.ch are then
locked and transport ed to the sortmg room at
the surface.
Here the soil, which may contain gems worth
a fortune, is tipped into a "pulsator, " a sort of
perpetual motion jigger, which breaks the earth
up and finally washes it away from the stones and
rubble. The latter is then dumped upon the sorting table and is carefully gone over by experts.
Between sixty thousand and seventy thomiand
pounds worth of rubies are found at the famous
:Migok mine in Upper Burma every year.

GET THE NA VY AMATEU R RADIO CODES
By filling out the following informati on blank
and sending it to the address given on it, any
Tadio amateur may obtain a copy of the Navy
Amateur Radio Codes. These can be used in
decoding code messages broadcast ed from Naval
Radio stations daily. Amateurs can secure valuable practice by receiving and decoding these
broadcast s. They are transmitt ed at slow speed,
ten words per minute, whlch is ideal for the
beginner. This notice is printed free of charge
by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher ,
and his co-operati on is hereby gratefully acknowledged. Any radio amateur who is willing to
offer his services and his station to a troop of
scouts or the local council of the Boy Scouts of
America in his city, for the receipt of official messages, is assured of a cordial welcome. Report
to the nearest scout headquar ters. The assistance
of radio organizat ions also will be appreciate d.
Lecturers , teachers and leaders are needed to
make the amateur system effective.
NA VY DEPART MENT UNITED STATES
NAVAL COMMUN ICATION SERVIC EOffice of District Communi cation Superintendent, Third Naval District, 44 Whitehall
Street, New York City.
Dear Sir:-A copy of the Amateur Radio Code,
used in connection with the Amateur Radio
Broadcast transmitted by the New York Naval
Radio Station, will be forwarded to you upon
receipt of this form properly filled out:
1. Name ·················· ················································2.

Address ·····························································-

3.

Age ·····································································Any Military Service performed ················ ·-

4.

5.

OLD FIRE BELLS
Not longer ago than Civil War days fire alarms
were rung in the city of New York on great bells
Jiung in towers erected for the purpose about the
town. The bells indicated the district in which
the fire was, and sometime s a good deal of ground
was covered in looking for a fire. The First
District for instance, in Civil War days extended
from Twenty-se cond street north to Yorkville
and from the East River to the North.
The bellringers were constantly on duty in the
towers watching for signs of a fire. An inventory of the contents of the old. Marion stre~t
bell tower in 1865 shows the equipmen t then m
use. It is as follows: "One bell, weight 11,000
pounds, one striking apparatus , one stove, table,
clock, one spyglass, one fieldglass, one slate and
book."
The fire bells of the old city could be heard all
over the town unless a gale of wind was blowing.
The largest bell was in the City Hall tower. Its
weight was 23,000 pounds.

6.

Any Commerci al experienc e ................. ...... - ....
Grade of Radio License, if any ....................

7.

Number of woi,ds you can receive pei
minute ·······································-··· · · · · ........ ..
8. Educatiun ···············································-· ·······9. Size and power of transmitt ing set ......... ~
Type of undamped wave receiver ··············Name of any Radio Organizat ion or Club to
which you belong ................. ........................
Very truly yours,
R. B. COFFMA N,
Lieutenan t Command er, U. S. N.
The Boy Scouts of America are handling these
informatio n sheets for the Navy as a matter of
public service.
Please fi!J out and mail to
ARMSTR ONG PERRY, Seascout Radio Commodore Boy Scouts of America, 200 Fifth Avenue,
New York City,
10.

11.

··-
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A BOY IN ''MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON
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who had thrown down his gun, then assumed
guard over him, while Brankston went to the
fallen man, whom Fred really feared he had
killed.
But despite the heavy groans that began to be
heard as Fred moved him, a deep flesh wound
in the shoulder appeared to be all that was the
matter. Pete was set to binding up this, while
Knox and Fred turned to the bound one.

~

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XX (continued)
But they had not gone mo1·e than a few
yards further, when the sound of trampling hoofs
became audible to all.
"That's it," whispered Fred quickly. "Having
1,is ears close to the ground, Ball heard sounds
that we did not. Follow me into this thicket.
·we'll wait and see what comes next."
They did. Fred dropping behind, and making
Pete wait also.
"Keep your eye on Ball," said Fred. Don't let
Miss Knox be in harm's way--1lrnllo ! Here they
come."
The moon was still bright. Two men on horsehack appeared, not ten yards off. Between them
walked on foot, a bareheaded man, with his hands
t:ed. Fred stared, then he brought his rifle to
-ready, rode back into full view of the newcomers,
and sang out sharply: ·
"Halt, you two on horseback!" His gun clicked
sharply as he cocked it in aim_ a~ the foremo t
rider. "Come on Mr. Knox. This 1s Fred Brank- ston-ah-h!"
One of the two riders was raising his piece.
Like a flash Fred pulled the trigger.
Bang! the second rider dropped his gun, and
fell heavily.
The bareheaded man ran forward, while the
first horseman also made ready to fire. One
' movement of the hammer, and Fred disgorg~d
the empty cartridge, sending another full one in
its place.
·
"Throw down your gun, whoever you are," he
ordered sharply. "1 won't repeat the order.
Lively now!"
With an oath the mountaineer threw down his
gun so that it clanged against the gravel of the
trail.
"What in darnation do ye want next?" exclaimed the fellow. "You've killed my pardner.
\Vant me next?"
"I want you to get down from that horse. Mr.
Knox, just behind me is your daughter and Pete,
with a prisoner we took. You will want to see
him. Pete come here and disarm and tie this
chap, while I keep him covered."
Pete dismounted clumsily. Mr. Knox, after
one fervent hand-clasp, and a look at the mounted
and bound Ball, turned back to help Fred.
"We can talk afterward," said he. "I will
_,-:.,e
help you Fred. These are ..!l'urley men who ran
up on me down yonder. I ought not to have left
the old sheriff's party, but being more than
anxious about Mary, I straggled off and was
taken myself."
While speaking, he helped Pete to bind the man

CHAPTER XXI.
More Prisoners, and Then"I've seen you before," said Brankston, to the
bound captive. "Where was it?"
The man, a small, freckled, red-headed fellow,
grinned sourly; but as Mary Knqx came up he
grew suddenly sober. She looked at him closely.
Then she turned to Fred and her father.
"I know him," said she. "He's the agent at
that little station where I got off to look for
you," meaning Knox. "After you fell from the
train that night."
,A,
"Sure!" exclaimed Brankston. "You are right,
Miss Mary. I saw him with Bad Anse, when we
scooted by the station on that hand-car. At first
I was not sure. But I am now. You fellows
shot at us then." Addressing the man who was
no other than Sim Turley, a protege of Bad
Anse's. "I've a notion to pay you back now."
"I don't care much anyhow," remarked Sim dejectedly. "The Callahans have got Uncle Anse,
so what's the use of strugglin' anyhow?"
Thi,s was great news to Brankston, Knox and
Mary, not to speak of Pete, still busy with the
wounded man, and in making fast their horses.
Could Bad Anse Turley, the leader of the other
faction, really be a prisoner? So much distant
firing and shouting had been heard that night,
since Fred and Mary got lost, that anything
might have happened. Mr. Knox, too, had confessed himself to be lost, when these two Tur-- , .
leyites came upon him, wandering in one of the
many wood trails in a vague search for his daughter.
"How came you two to be wandering off by
yourselves?" asked Fred.
"After they had whipped us, what else was
there to do?" grumbled Sim. "We wanted to git
home. Then we run o ~ s man. I knowed he
was good graft, and on the Callahan side. So we
was takin' him along as snug as a bug in a
rug; then-here you fellers butt in. Seems like
the Turleys don't have no more luck nowadays,
than wet hens on a rainy night. Whatjee want
of us? What ye goin' ter do with us?"
He looked at Brankston, while Mr. Knox looked at the agent.
"I'll see to one thing," said the timbennan sternly. "If I ever get back to where I am
known, and those in high office know me, I'll see
that 'Turley' has a new agent. You will get the
sack, my man, and your station may be i-enamed
'Callahan'; and I guess you will go to Jefferson
jail, if we can hold to you long enough to get
you there."
(To be continued.)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
A RIVER OF FIRE.
The eruption which burst forth so violently a
few months ago in Hawaii presented one . of the
most magnificent sights ever seen. A river of
white-hot lava flowed for 20 miles from Mauna
Loa's summit to the sea, through a burned valley
a mile wide. One could read at midnight five
miles away by the light it radiated.

the near-by windmills of Amsterdam and intends
to ente1· the show business over here, it will be
interesting to dig up some giant hi story and see
how he compares with previous competitors who
used to be great attractions. Probably no living
giant in the United States ever exceeded the 8
feet attained by the late Captain Bates, who was
a native of Kentucky.
The word "living" is used here because of the
fact that for some time during the year 1869 the
YOUNGEST SOLDIER.
famous Cardiff giant led many people to believe
St Joseph Missouri, claims the youngest vet- that a 10-foot man had once lived and was bureran· of the 'great World War. He is Raymond ied near Cardiff, a village in Onondaga County,
Burleigh fourteen yea1·s of age, son of Mr. and New York. The story of this monstrous fraud
Mrs. J. R. Burleigh.
perpetrated on the American public makes such
He is still in the service, being now stationed unusual and interesting reading that it will bear
at Philadelphia. He came back from France, repeating.
where he served two years in the American Army,
The idea
its inception out in Fort Dodge,
last February. He will remain in the service Ia., when anhad
adventurous fakir purchased a huge
until July when his enlistment expires, if he has block of gypsum
from a quarryman of that place.
h is way about it. His parents , however, are mak- The block then was
shipped to Chicago, it being
ing an effo1·t to obtain his immediate release.
taken in charge by a sculptor,
chiseled it into
Young Burleigh or "Fr~d De _Reaeux" as he a 10-foot giant. The surfacewho
was ,,ricked with
is known iu the army, havmg enlisted under that needles to give it the appearance
of pores in the
name is a man in size and appearance. When human skin, and then treated with
a variety of
he e~listea here in July, 1917, at the a~ of acid. which made the entire statue appear
antwelve years, he stoQd five feet nine inches tall cient origin. After completion, the giantof was
and weighed 150 pounds.
securely packed in an iron box and shipped to
Raymond made three attempts before Jie finally Union, N. Y., where the owner claimed it, loadbroke into the army. Each time he easily fooled ed the bulky box upon a large wagon and hauled
the recruiting officers. Twice he got as far as it fifty miles to a fann near Cardiff. The gi,mt
the final oath oniy to have his hopes blighted by form was then removed from the box and ,;ehis parents.
c1·etly buried, >·emaining under the gro und neai·His first attempt came in April, 1917, _when he ly a year, until it was "accidentally" discovered
tried to enlist in the Regular Army._ His fath~r by some workmen who had been engaged to dig
intervened, but Raymond's enthusiasm was_n t a well by the promoter of the fraud.
dampened. In June of the same y~ar _he tried
This great discovery was made on October 16,
for the Navy passed all the examinations and 1869,
news of the wonderful petrified gi:mt
was about to becollU! a full fledged "gob." Then spreadand
all over the countiy. The lucky find ' rs
mother appeared on the scene.
.
. "
,, covered it with a tent and put it on exhibititJn,
Still the youngster persevered. His third try
while special
were run from New York
proved the charm. His parents threw up the City and othertrains
near-by
so that the cla,n~ng e. In July, 1917, R~ond e?te_red the oring multitudes could points
see the astonishing reTransportation Department of the ~viat1on ~ec- mains at the earliest oppor tunity.
tion. After six months at Kelly Field he sailed
Until the deception was disco ered it is c,,~ifor France in January, 1918.
mated that more than 50,000 per. ons jostled e .. ::h
young Burleigh served. in seve:al br~nches ?f other in order to view the wonder , naying a d.Jlthe service overseas. "\Yith the mfant1_:v h; did lar apiece for the remarkable privilege.
his "trick" in the front lme trenches, go1I?g over
But, passing on from this greatest hoax, i t is
the top" many times. He returned w1t?out a
that Captain Bat es was the tallest oi , ~ir
scratch. His ol!l-Y reason for !1ot want~ng" an found
early discharge 1s that he doesn t want his top modern American g:iants, although his 8 ,·,;ot
kicker" to learn his true age, Raymond's parents height was slightly exceeded by that of A \ 1a
Swan, a native of Nova Scotia. Going fm >:er
declare.
back into giant history; we find that Queen E l,zabeth's head porter was 7 feet 6 inches h ·g-h,
GIANTS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.
probably being given thi s exalted position on
When Johann Van Albert stepped from the account of his ability to see what wa s going on
gangplank on a i:ecent arriva\ of the Mauretania, at all times. •
Among royalty itself it is claimed that one of
he had the distinction of bemg the tallest man
who ever entered the United States. ~is 8 feet the RtJma11 empernrs w~s nearly 9 f eet high, but
5 inches of height required that a spe~1al berth, the measurements of those days may have a lmade up two cots placed end to end m a large lowed him considerable more height than he -compamonway, be furnished for the trip from would be entitled to at this time, though no
doubt he was a person of great stature for h shis home in Amsterdam, Holland.
Since Johann has left his quiet home out among tory to make note of the fact.-N. Y. Tribune.
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A SMART DRUMMER.
By Paul Braddon.
Going over to Stonington the other evening,
says a writer in a New York paper, I met Frank
Holbrook on the boat. Holbrook, although still a
young man, is an old merchant. He was at the
head of a Chicago branch of the house of A. T.
Stewart & Co. for a time, and I got talking to
him about that enterprising class-the drummer.
He told me this story about one of them:
I used to flatter myself, Holbrook began, that
I could size up the applicants for what they were
worth, so as not to offer a $3,000 man a $1,000
salary, or a $1,000 man a $3,000 salary. But I
remember getting badly deceived once. A young
fellow came into the Chicago store and asked for
a position. Re was a red-cheeked little fellow,
sported a nice mustache with waxed ends, and
wore well-fitting clothes. I looked him over and
said to myself: "Here's a young chap who can
probably earn enough to pay his landlady, and
have a few dollars a week over for cigars and
cologne. We were short of help just then, and
I made up my mind that I would offer him $750
a year-that being my idea of his full value.
After a little preliminary talk, I said to him:
"Well, sir, what salary would you expect?what do you .think you would be worth to us?"
"I want $1,500," he promptly replied. "I think
J'd be worth that to you; I can sell goods, Mr.
Holbrook."
There was something in his manner that I
liked, and earnestness and directness, but I laughed to myself at the idea of paying that youth
$1,500. Still, I determined to give him a trial if
I could o-et him at about my own figure. So,
after a little more conversation, I asked if he
would be willing to begin at $70 a month.
"It's a go," replied Porter-I call him Porter,
although that wasn't his name. "When I was
leaving St. Louis I assured the boys as I bade
them good-by that I wasn't coming back. So I
intend to stay in Chicago. I think I can sell
goods, Mr. Holbrook, ~nd hope to bring you the
same opinion. I'll begin at $70 a month. 11
As I have said, the1·e was somethin~ about the
young man that was prepossE:ssing m ·spite of
his looking a little too much lik~ a dude. So I
engaged him at $70 a month, convmced that I had
about got his measure. Well, sir, he started .in
the next day like a steam engine. He went
through our stock as if he were a detective whose
reputation depended upon his not missing anything. In an amazing short time he was master
of all the preliminaries, and he then went about
selling goods with the same assiduity. He would
watch for a customer as vigilantly as a cat would
watch a mouse, and once a man got into his hands
he was gone--he would have t & buy to get rid
of Porter. A couple of months after he entered
the store we received from New York a consignment of a new and very handsome line of goods.
No sooner were the samples displayed among the
clerks than two or three of them came to me and
said they thought they would like to go out on
thlil road for a week-they were sure they could
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secure a good many orders for those goods. "All
right," I said, and off they went. A week later
one of them returned. He was one of the oldest
salesmen who had been making a trip through
southern Illinois. "What success?" I inquired.
He replied with rather a crestfallen look that as
yet he hadn't disposed of any of the goods but
that his customers were pleased with the 'samples he showed them, and were likely to send in '--< '
their orders later.
I think Porter heard this conversartion. At all
events, he came to me that afternoon and said
he wished I would spare him a few days. "I've
got some customers down in southern Illinois,
Mr. Holbrook, and I think I could sell them some
of these new goods."
''.All right, Porter," said 11 and off he went.
Well, sir, he was back inside of a week, and in
that time he sold-I won't venture. to say from
memory how many cases of goods. But I remember he did surprisingly well. And what made
hls success the more remarkable, he got his orders in the very towns which my old salesmen
that I've mentioned worked to no purpose. Along
came Porter's telegrams, "Send two cases here,"
"Send four cases there," "Send six cases yonder," etc.
On his return I invited him to come
into my private office and congratulated him on J...
the wqrk he had done. He seemed gratified at " my commendation, but about all he said was: "I
thought I could sell some goods for you, Mr. Holbrook." Then I spoke to him about the largest
order he had secured. His eyes lit up, and he
remarked:
"It was a tough job getting that ord-;;. I
thought at first I was going to lose it."
"How so?"
"Well, I went into the man's store and talked
to him most of the afternoon, but I couldn't fetch
him. He said he liked the goods; he didn't kick
at the price, but he wouldn't decide. I went back
to the hotel disappointed, but after supper I felt
better, and determined I'd go up to his home and
make him a social call, so that he wouldn't forget me, you see."
"Yes, I see."
"Well, in the evening I called around to his
house about eight o'clock. I didn't know him nor._,,.
any of his folks, and naturally felt a little embaNassed."
"Naturally."
"Yes, but I told him that I disliked hanging
around hotels, and took the liberty of calling on
him. He answered the doorbell himself, and
seemed glad to see me. He had four pretty
daughters, and he introduced me to them, and
pretty soon me and the girls were singing some
popular songs, as nice as you please."
"I didn't know you sang, Porter."
"Oh, I sing a little, Mr. Holbrook. I find it
helps in selling goods. Well, after the songs I
sat down at the piano and played the girls a new
waltz or two that they hadn't heard, and then I
felt that we were real good friends."
"And so you are a piano player!"
'
"Well, I manage to do a few tunes-I find it
helps in our business, Mr. Holbrook. The girls'
father sat by and seemed to be greatly entertained with the music, and when I got up from the
piano he thanked me heartily. 'Don't speak of
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it,' said I. Then the girls and I got to talking
about one thing and another, and pretty soon I
noticed a banjo standing in one corner and decked
out with bright ribbons. I asked the girls which
y
one of them played it, and they said they got it
for ornament, and that none of them could play
on it. So greatly to their delight, I got down
the banjo and gave them a lesson on it.·
"Then the banjo is another of your accomplishments, Porter?"
"I can pick the strings a little, Mr. Holbrook. I
find it helps in selling goods. Well, I stayed
until eleven o'clock, and when I took my leave
the father and his girls came to the door with
me and politely invited me to call again when I
came to town. I didn't see their mother; I presumed she was dead, but I didn't think it proper
to ask. Next day I went into the man's store
bright and early. He tried to beg off with taking
one case of goods, but I wouldn't hear it. 'Take
six or nothing,' said I., One case will help sell
another.'
Finally he gave in, and I ran to the
telegraph office and sent you his order."
"Porter,'' remarked I, with as grave a face as
..J., I could command, as he ftnished his narrative,
"here is one caution that I must give you. m?"
careful when you are off on the road to remain
from intruding upon anothe1· salesman's territory.
To do so makes trouble in the store."
"I'll try to do so, but I suppose you want me
to sell all the goods I can, Mr. Holbrook.''
"Oh, yes. Let's see, Arthur, what salary are
you drawing?"
"Seventy dollars a month, Mr. Holbrook.''
"And you wanted how much when you came?"
"Well, I told you I thought I would be worth
$1,500 to you."
"Very good-$1,500 it is; your salary at that
figure, dating from the day you began.''
"Thank you very much, Mr. Holb1·ook-I think
I can sell some goods for you.''

LEARNED TO MAKE SPURIOUS BILLS IN
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
How three brothers followed the best authenticated recipes for success, xead and studied diligently at the public libxaxy to learn to make money and presently were making a lot of money,
w~s told recently to secxet service agents. At
first glance the money the three young men are
said to have made looked just as good as that
made by anybody else, but it was not, according
to the secret service.
After more than $5,000 of counterfeit money
had been exchanged for money made in Washington, the three are now taking a brief vacation.
John S. Tucker, local agent of the secret service,
says the holiday may be extended. Robert Cashall, oldest of the three and 29, is in the Old
,;- Slip police station, New Yoxk City, and John, 21,
and David, 25 are held in Detroit. All are charged with making, having in their possession, and
passing counterfeit money.
Not one of the three ever worked as engraver,
photographer, or lithographer, so far as Mr.
Tucker knows, yet the counterfeit one dollar and
:five-dollar bills went well for about a year. It
is said they did it all themselves from instructions they got from books on photo-lithography
~
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they drew from the nublic library. The secret
service man says the work was done in an apartment at 1303 Amsterdam avenue, near 124th
street, where for a time the wife of David Cashill
lived , v;p.th the trio and, Mr. Tucker thinks, was
quite innocent of what they were doing with their
presses and plates.
These facts and others concerning the three
studious brothers, Mr. Tucker says, were imparted by Robert Cashill, w"ho, he adds, confessed
after his arrest one morning in the Amsterdam avenue apartment. Secret service men say
they found in the apartment two printing presses,
four sets of plates for one and five-dollar bills,
and gloss photographic negatives, besides $359 in
cqunterfeit money. There were also newspaper
clippings of articles warning against the very
counterfeits found.
According to the secret service men, Robert
Cashill said he and David :first took illegal liberties with legal tender two years ago, when they
commenced "raising notes.'' That, the secret
service men explained, means changing the numerals of value and other markings of real bills
to make them appear of higher value.
The arrest of Robert came after word had lreen
received here that David and John were under
arrest in Detroit. Counterfeit bills pas,sed in
Newark, Boston, Philadelphia, Toledo, Bridgeport, Providence and other places, were from the
plates seized in the Amsterdam avenue apartment, it was said. The bills counterfeited were
$5 Federal 1·e erve notes, $1 silver certificates and
$5 notes of the First National Bank of the City
of New York. All these counterfeits had been
detected in circulation long ago and circular
warnings had been issued against them.
Robert told the authorities that he had beel'J. a
clerk, while David was a machinist and John a
candy seller with a circus.
WHY DOES A FIRE GO OUT?
Fire will go out naturally when there is nothing left to burn, or it will go out if it cannot
secure enough oxygen out of the air to keep it
going. In the first case it dies what we might
call a "natural death," and in the latte1· case the
fire practically suffocates. The fire in the open
fireplace, if it has plenty of air, will burn up
everything burnable that it can reach. The stones
of the :fireplace or other parts of a stove will not
burn, because they have already been burned, and
you cannot burn anything a second time, if all
of the oxygen in it was burned out of it the first
time.
Now, then, to burn up a thing, you must first
start a fire under it, and then keep a constant
draft of air playing on it from beneath, or the
fire will die out. The more difficult a thing is to
burn, the more important it is that you have
plenty of draft.
If the ashes accumulate under
the fire the air cannot go through them in sufficient quantity and the :fire will go out. Other
things which prevent the current of air from
going up through the fire will cause it to go
out. That is why we close the lower door of
the furnace, to keep the fire from burning ont.
When we shut off the draft of air from below,
the fire in the furnace burns slowly, i.e., it just
hangs on, so to speak.-Book of Wonders.
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Maria Hester Monroe, the youngest daughter of
President James Monroe, became the bride of
Samuel Lawrence Gouverneur . The bride was
only seventeen, and was very pretty and charming as she stood on an American eagle which
had been woven into a rug for the occasion, before the Rev. M. Hanley. Only the families of a
few intimate friends witnessed the ceremony, not
even the members of the Cabinet being invited.
It was planned to follow the honeymoon of the
happy pair with a succession of balls and other
festivities in honor of the young bride but Commodore Decatur was killed in a duel 'soon after
the weddinl!' and Washington was plunged into
mourning. Simple as the wedding was, it is related that President Monroe spent several hundred dollars for the candles used to illuminate the
White House on that occasion.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
Ivan H. Conklin, age seventeen, and Gorton
Wheeler, sixteen, have been sentenced by Jud,ge
James Hill of Norwick to attend church regularly for six months and refrain from attending the movies for that period. The boys were
indicted for burglary and larceny in taking an
automobile for a joy ride.
A curio dealer in Steubenvill e, Ohio, has a coat
· covered with 3,300 elk t eeth which he values at
1
$10,000. The coat was maae
by an Inndian in
Manitoba, Canada. and is sinew sewed. It weighs
twenty-eig ht pounds. The owner of the coat is
a member of the Order of Elks and wears the
coat at all conventions . With the coat the owner
wears an ordinary necklace made of the largest
of the elk teeth in his collection.
John Siple caught one o-f the largest prairie
wolves in a trap on his farm no1thwest of Ida
Grove, La., that has ever been killed in the
: country. The wolf, after he had been killed,
measured exactly 64 inches from the tip of his
tail to the point of his nose, and his pelt was
one of the finest ever taken from an animal of
that kind. Mr. Siple has shot and trapped over
fifty wolves during the past five years, but this
was the best fur hide that he has taken from a
wolf.
In connection with the investigatio n of a substitute for jute burlap used in sandbags for
the War Departmen t, samples of four kinds of
paper, one grade of cotten fabric, and one grade
of burlap have been exposed to the weather on
the roof of one of the Bureau of Standards
buildings and will be tested at stated intervals
to determine the effect of rain and sunshine
on the strength of the material. Preliminar y
tests are being made to determine the result of
dropping a b ag filled with sand or dirt under
regulated conditions. The bag is dropped from
definite heights in different positions in order
to test the seams, the tying, and the strength of
the material.'
The first White House wedding ceremony in
which the daughter of a President was the bride
was performed ninety-eigh t years ago when

LAUGHS
"It was very romantic," says the friend. "He
proposed to her in the automobile ."
"Yes?" we
murmur encouragin gly. "And she accepted him
in the hospital."
Little Willie-Say , pa, what is the Census
Bureau? Pa-The Census Bureau, my son, is a
collector of facts that are given to the public
after they are out of date.
"I say, old man, you've never returned that
umbrella I lent you last week." "Hang it all, old
man, be reasonable -it's been raining ever since."
"Do you think you can manage with my salary
of three pounds a week, darling?" he asked, after she had said yes. "I'll try, Jack," replied she.
"But what will you do?"
"Robert, what in the world is the matter with
the baby?" "Why, mamma, I had to spank her!"
"Had to spank her! Why, Robert, what do you
mean?" "Me and Jimmie was playin' poker with
lozenges, and the baby went and et up nearly all
the stakes."
Benevolent Lady-"Lit tle boy, here is another
tt!mperance tract I wish you would give to your
father." Street Gamin-"M e dad ain't drinkin'
now. He's swore off." Benevolent Lady ( ecstatically)-"Di d he read the last tract I gave you ?"
Gamin-"N ope. He's trainin' fur a prize fight."
"Pardon me, old man," bep-an the veteran boarder, "but we don't want to lose you, and I just
want to warn you that you'd better begin to pay
something on your board." "Why?" asked the
new boarder. "Well, I noticed that Mrs. Starvem
was dangerousl y polite to you this morning."
A missionary in a club once laid his hand on a
man's shoulder and said: "Friend, do you hear
the solemn ticking of that clock? Tick-tack;
tick-tack. And oh, friend, do you know what day
it inexorably and relentlessly brings nearer?"
"Yes-pay day," the other, an honest, optimistic
working man, replied.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
KEEP BEES AND NEED NO SUGAR
The United States Department of Agriculture
has started a campaign to _stimulate bee-keeping.
This is a real war economy measure, for honey
can take the place of sugar, and there are absolutely unlimited supplies of honey in the fiowe1·s
that grow wild all over the country.
Bee-keeping is very easy, says the Pittsburgh
Press, and any man who goes about it carefully
and with such elemental instructions as he can
,ret from the Department of Agriculture can have
a good crop of honey the first year and be able to
laugh at the scarcity of sugar, besides making
a profit by tl:e sale of the product of his bees.
BEARS FLEE TO CITY.
Marienville ha,; resembled a scrambled menageria as a 1·esult of forest fires which raged
over thousands of acres of wild country till rain
extinguished the flames. Black bears, wild cats,
rabbits, rattlesnakes, and scores of other wild
life representatives, fleeing from the fires in the
slashings, have taken refuge in the village.
The flames at one time surrounded Marienville and threatened its destruction, but quick
work by men of the village halted the menacing
red line.

at once, a battery of needles making 288 stitches
simultaneously.
A shoulder shield for icemen has been invented,
which protects their shoulders from cakes of ice
carried and also leads the drippings away from
their clothing.
Patents have been granted a Japanese resident
of Los Angeles for apparatus for treating diseases by applications of heat gradually increasing in degree until a patient becomes able to
withstand the maximum temperature.
A recently patented toaster holds a slice Gf
bread between two spring clips so that the heat
can strike its entire surface.
A patent has been granted for a brush and
comb mounted on a box into which they fold for
carrying or to protect them from dust.
Driven by bicycle gearing and a propeller, a
miniature submarine has been invented in which
bathers can plunge beneath the water.
A process has been invented in Holland for
manufacturing a food for swine from fish refuse
that does not affect the flavor of the pork.
A rubber washbasin has been invented for motorists or tourists that is proof against hot water
and can be folded compactly for carrying.
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PIC-

HOW ORDER OF THE GARTER GOT ITS TURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories,"
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; postage free.
NAME
HARRY E . WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
The Order of the Garter, the highest honol" the
British sovereign m&y bestow and one o.f the most
famous orders of knighthood and chivalry in his"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
tory, was instituted by Edward III in 184(). It
10 CENTS A COPY
SEl\U·MONTHLY
was at first known as the Order of St. George and
LATEST ISSUES membership was limited to twenty-five.
Edward, having been victorious on land and sea 63 THE BLACKJACK. by Wm. Hamilton Osborne
5-1 THE WHISPERING HEAD, by Chas F Ou sl·
and having King David of Scotland as prisoner, 65
'.rHE INSPKCTOR'S STRANGE CASE, by Beu~~-h
initiated the 01·der in recognition of the valor of
·
hn~
-...liis bravest knights. While not at first called the 66 THE S\~~i:ion~F THE SEALED BOOK, by Ethel
Order of the Garter, the garter was given pre- 57 THE CLUE OF STEEL. by Willis Lathrop.
eminence among the insignia. It is of blue, bor- 58 ALIAS_ 6'si~:,~e. V ARDON, by William Hamilton
dered with gold, with the inscription in old
OF TIIE OLD TIME CLUB, by Caroline
. French, "Evil to him who evil thereof thinks." 59 MYSTERY
Btngold.
There is a tradition that the Countess of Salis- 60 CAUGH'.r WITH THE EVIDENCE, by Ethel Rose01011.
bury, while dancing, lost her garter, which her
partner, the king, stooped to pick up and return, .. 61 A LITTLE GOLD SPIDER, by Cecil Burleigh.
'l'HE VELVE'l' '.rOUCH. by Julian Darrow.
whereat some of the courtiers tittered. At that 62
63 THE CLUE OF THE RED LAMP, by Charles FulEdward wrathfully shouted, "Evil to him who evil
Oursler.
thereof thinks," and declared he would make that The Famous Detective Story Out To-day In No. 64 ls
garter the most glorious emblem in the land.
"THE SCHEME OF SOLOMON SNARE"
By William Hamilton Osborne
SOME RECENT PATENTS, ETC.
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y•.
Gymnastic apparatus to be attached to the head
of a bed to permit persons to exercise before i-ising, has been patented by a Philadelphian.
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
The government of Un1guay will establish a A Weekly Mai:azlne Devotccl to Photo11la.ys and Playcu
school for fai-m foremen, the pupils being limited
PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
to young men unable to pay for their education.
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best Fllms
Like a gear-wheel with the teeth turned downoµ the Screens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the
ward is the head of a new long-handled spoon Plays-Interesting
Articles About Prominent People in
intended for stirring the contents of deep cook- the Films-Doings of Actors and Actresse~ in tho
in Scenario Writin.11:.
Lessons
and
Studios
ing utensils.
Of European invention is a machine that embroiders designs on three dozen pairs of stockings HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
AERO STAMPS.
ing my style of boat, go ahead and use it," he
said.
The advent of the flying postman, and the deThe United Fisheries Company of Sandusky,
velopment of the aerial mail, have brought a new
of its kind
and fascinating interest into the stamp-collecting Ohio, one of the largest organizations
completed the
hobby. Mr. Fred J. Melville, the president of operating on Lake Erie, ofrecently
the type designed by
the Junior Philatelic Society, has just compiled first of six gillnet tugs
of this city.
the first detailed catalogue of aero stamps. It Lampe, at a ship-building branch
to be commissioned
enumerates all the special postage stamps issued The other five are to be ready
season of
up to date for use in franking letters for trans- at the beginning of the spring fishing
mission by air post. It is interesting to note how 1920.
many different countries figure in the list. There
are aero stamps from Austria, Canada, Colombia, _
OFFER TO EAT ALL GERMANS .
German y, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Newfoundland,
Switzerland, Tunis and United States. Ali the
The Prince of Wales' visit to Fiji calls attenstamps including the historic 'Hawker" and "Al- tion to that little known outpost of the British
cock" stamps of the Transatlantic flight are illus- Empire in the South Seas which has been a
trated. The booklet is nublished at 12 cents by Crown colony for the last forty-eight years.
the Philatelic Institute, 110, Strand, where there
Fiji is about as far away from the Mother
is pi-actically a complete collection of the rarest Country as one could possibly travel. The group
air stamps at present on exhibition.
consists of over 200 fertile islands, of which
about 50 are inhabited, enjoying an equable subtropical climate.
Under the protection of the paternal Colonial
ELEPHANT CAUSED A WAR
Believing that Buddha lived again in the body of Government the less objectionable of old native
a white elephant, a devastating war was fought in customs and practices are still carried on. It 1s
the sixteenth century between Siam and Pegu for difficult for Western civilization to grasp the
possession of the unhandsome animal. For a gen- powerful and deep-seated influence of custom on
eration the struggle continued and in it five kings the native mind-what looks like a half-hearted
came to the throne, only to die together with sort of performance is redundant with meaning to
thousands of their subjects. A white elephant is the Fijian, minute details of action by the perexceedingly rare, but is simply an albino and by formers are carefully noted and often form topn o means snow-colored. In 1883 Barnum, not ics for an argument or a feud for weeks to come.
_..:from a religious motive, brought one from Siam The Fijian is a magnificant and imposing speci·, m en of the human race, with his superb physique
·
at a cost of $200,000.
·Frequent mention is made of elephants in the and quaint attire. By nature he is slothful,
history of ancient wars. The Roman armies fled filled with vanity, and dreads anything resemat their first appearance in their early conflicts bling hard work unless he is spun-ed on to it by
with the Carthaginians , but by the use of torches a sense of amour propre, as was the case with
soon learned to break up a charge of the huge the Fijian native Labor Corps in France. Once
beasts. Alexander encountered them in his con- his vanity is touched, he performs prodigies of
valor.
quest of Asia.
Scratch a Fijian sufficiently deep and underThe elephant looks stupid and his brain is
small for his size, only as large as a man's, but neath the epidermis of missionary civilization
it is highly developed and few animals are more there is still the old dark savage. During 1916
intelligent. They are used as beasts of burden in it was considered advisable to tell the Fijians a
India, where they are regarded with superstitious little about the Germans and their atrocities in
Belgium and elsewhere. An old man remarked,
awe by their drivers.
"This is very sad-the good government has now
only one thing to do : construct big guns to kill
NOAH'S ARK MODEL.
all the Germans and send over some of us FiEd. Lampe, a fisherman at Vermillion, Ohio, jians to eat them up!" Eating the body of your
was reading a story about Noah's Ark one night slain foe, it is needless to say, constitutes the
when it occurred to him that were the craft of supreme insult.
The Fijian has no incentive to work. His
Noah's time resurrected and modernized a· little
it might have a tendency to lessen the toll that wants are fed-his food, clothing and dwelling are
storms take annually in the Great Lakes section. supplied abundantly by Nature. Add to that the
Lampe designed a boat on the plan of Noah's fact that the Colonial Government, constituted in
Ark. He tried th~ craft out and it met every ex- 1872 with the protection of the native and his
pectation. It ploughed the most vicious billows, interests as the first principle of its · policy, led
going out and returning when all other boats had off by giving the natives practically all the land
in the group, and it is not surprising to find that
to be kept in port.
Lampe's craft attracted the attention of the the British settler has to take second place. P~commercial fishing interests of the Lake Erie sive antipathy to the white man has never disapsection and investigators were sent to Vermillion. peared since the fierce old days of buccaneering
"If you can save some poor devil's life by us- "Bully" Hayes, and the "black birders."
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five
E ighty
miner s and five
top m e n were
thrown out of
work when Mine
E xaminer George
Granger of the
National
New
C o a I Company
ordered the mine
closed because of
the odor from the
G1·a ve lly Valley
hog farm near
Mo.,
B elleville,
which is sucked
down int o the
mine by the fan
in the ventilating
shaft.
committee
A
composed of
Granger, Charles
Gibbons and
J olm Hubert was
named to con sult
an attorney with
a view to in sti suit
tuting
against Guy W.
Caron, the head
of the company
operating t h e
hog f a r m , for
damage s for
time Jost by the
men. State Mine
I nspector Thomas Wright h as
posted a n otice at
the mine, which
is three b locks
hog
the
from
f arm, that the
men are not to
be allowed to go
..,.__ down if the odor
from the f a rm
p enetrates th e
mine.
Steps to restrain t h e comp any from operating the farm
are to be taken
by the city of
Belleville in inj unction p1·oceedings which will
be fil ed shortly.

F or

cleaning
the
betwe e n
teeth a pocketsize container for
dental floss has
invented
been
with a bracket on
top t o h old a
p iece of the floss
while it is being
used.-
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HAIR

GROWN ON MR. BRIITAIN'S BALD HEAQ. ~
INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS HAIR GROWER

:M7 h ead at the top and back was r.b 1olut_ely bald. The · ~alp wu
111h ln7. An expert said tha t he thoui:ht the hair roota were extinct, a nd
there waa no h ope of my ever havini: a new hair growth.
Yet now , at an age o-.er 66, I have a luxurb.n,t growth of aoft, atroni:,
lustrous hair I No trace of baldneaa. The picture& ahown h ere are
from my photographs.

INDIANS' SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
At II time when I had become diaeourai:ed d t ryin~
v arious hair lot iona, tonics, 1peciali1t1' treatment•, etc.,
I came across, in my travels, a Oherokett Indian
• 'medicine man'' who had an elixir that he aaaeverated
would grow my hair. .Although I had but little faith,
I gave it a t r ial. To my amazement a light fuzz ooon From"'"'' photo.~
a ppeared. It developed, day l>y day, into a h ealthy growth, and ere Ion
m y hair was as prolific aa in my youthful da71.
That l was astonished and h<JPPY is exprtuing my stat, of mind mildly.
Obv iously, the hair root1 had n ot been d ead, but ,..ere d or mant in the
acalp, awa iting the fertilizin g potency o f th& my1terioua pomade.
I negotiated for and came into poasesaion of the principle for preparln•
this m ys terious elixir, now called Ko tal ko, and later had t h e rocip& put inlQ
practi cal f orm by a chemist.
hat my own h air grow th ,..as permanent h&a been ampl7 prond. llaa71
Photo when bald. menTand
w omen, als o children, h ave reported aa.t iafacto ry r ea ulta :from X:otalko.

How YOU M ay Grow YOUR Hair

I

For u1omen"s Ttair.

My honest belief is that ha ir root• rarel7 die n on w hen the hair
f:illa out through dandrutr, 1ever, exceaaive dryness or oth er dl1orders. I have been told b7 experts that often
when hair falls out the roots becom& imbedded
w ithin the acalp, co'l'ered by hard akin, 10 tha t
the7 remain for a time lik e bulba or aeeda in
a bottl& -which will gro,r when fertilized.
Shampoos (whi ch contai n al ka lis) an d h a ir
lotioua whic h contai n alcoho l are e n em ie s to
t he h•ir, u they dry it, makin g it brittle.
Kotallto conta ins thoae elemen t s of nature
whlch 1?ive n ew Titali ty t o t he oe,lp and hair.
To prove t h e GENUINENESS of K otalko, I
will aend the recipe FREE on r•~nest. Or I
will mail a testin1, b ox of Kotalko -with the recipe for 1 0 ont e,
silver or 1tampe, •f ~·ou tn1ttliot1 this (>ublicatio H. Satiaf7 y ou nelf.
You want to stop f allin r hair, elimin•te d an dn,11' or cover 1hat balcl
Get th e d ime t eetinr: b ox NOW, applJ!
spot with healthy hair.
once or twice daily-watch In y our mirror! Addrose:

JOHN HART BRIITAIN, BN-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.

!P.~J-".~;;9~.!?.,~,·:~t!J.~~t!~!t:.!!~~~!!!

a LadJ Bhould Mu.111• Btr Beu 1o m.ah blm Prop- 11.arri..,._
'•Bo.- toOawb. a &iobBMholor. 0 Bo• t.o Whl \b• lH or of L.dl11.
•Weddlnritlqu,ue,&:o., •o. Alh\lbjtcUlael11fal te lonr1. 25 C POSTP'~J D

WARD PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

How He

''AQuart for AQuarter''

Superior quality
blue, black, red,
violet 01· green.
Quit Tobacco
Put up in dry
Th is veteran, S. B.
form, 1 powder in
Lamphe r e, was addictwater makes 1
ed to the e xcessi ve u se
ot to b a cco for many quart. Worth three or four times at
years. H e wanted t o retail price.
1 powder, 25 cents; 6
quit, but need ed somepowders, $1.00 Postpaid. Big opporth in g t o h elp h im.
H e l earned of a tree tunity for agents.

b o ok th at tells about
to bacco habit a nd bow
to conquer 1t quickly, ea s il y a nd s afely. In
a recent letter h e writes: "I h ave no de1ire for tobacco an y more. I feel like a n e w

INK

SHELTON CHEMICAL CO.
101-A Shelton, Conn.

man."

.Any one d esiri ng a copy o! thi s b ook o n
tobacco habit smokin g and chewin g can
get It tree, p ostp aid , b y Writing to Edward
J . Woods , 'l'V-103. S ta tion F, New York
City . You will be s urprised and pleased.
L ook tor quieter n e rves, stron g er h eart, better digestion, improve d eyesight, increased
vt~or, longer lite and other advanta~e• it
Jou quit poisoning yourself.

BLANK CARTRIDGE
PISTOL p;:,"p'!,';d 0Rly

$1

For pro.
7 tnche11 long , real re volver style.
t.ect.lon and 11port, eyery man , woman and bor
abould bave one . Order at once. Ge t an Amer.
doalred
lt
refunded
ican flaw FR£E. Money..
F.W. LEWI S co.. 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK c1n

~

NEW

J:I;)T' ." ur
MP'

THINGS

An adjustable
sub-frame h a s
been invented by
an Ohio man to
enable a standard type of motor truck body to
be fitted to trucks
of different
widths
and
lengths.

Following extensive study of
the subject, a
Scotch scientist
has decided that
no trees are immune to light~
ning and that
one kind is
struck as often
as another.
For the comfort of the occupants of back
seats of automobiles w i n d i n g
shields have
b e en patented
formed of wings
. of glass that can
be adjusted in
any desired position.
In experimenting with soap
bubbles an English scientist developed apparatus that blew
them large and
s ub stantia 1
enough to be
u s e d as backgrounds for photographs.
To help support the spines
of men wl10 have
to stoop over at
their work an inventor has patented a sort of
spring
harness
that is attached
to the shoulders
and hips.

-

Some Vienna
theatres do without -.shers by
mounting
electric l i g h t s in
such positions
that they illuminate the numbers
on seats as long
as the latter are
unoccupied.

LITTLE-ADS
Write to Riker & Kint, Advertisi11g Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Avem1e, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazit1e.
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

We revi1e poems,

PERSONAL
IF YOU WISH a vretty and weallby wife, write me

enclosing a stamped envelope and I will answer
write music and cuarantea to secure t>Ublicatton. Sub~
•
mlt poem9 on any subject. Broadway Studios. 165C, LUliao Sproul, Station B, Cleveland, O.

Fitzgerald Building. Now York.

AGENTS

"'

DON ' T GO THIRSTY: Try my punches. Port. Blackberry, Grape , Cherry, Oran.ca. Cl aret. Bottle makes
thirLY glasses.
Delicious beverage 50 cts.
Agents
wanted. Hamflton 1'Hg.. Barn~s Clty, Iowa.
AGENTS-'.ro travel by automoblle introd ucin g our
big line of fasti summer sellers. The grea.tes t line on
aarth. M.nke $10 a day easy. Coml)tete outfit and
automobi1o fur n ished to workers. "rri te at once for
exclusive territory. American Products Co. , 2365 .Amerlcnn nutldin~. Ci nctnn at-1, Ohio.
AGENTS. Learn about the profits suoolrlng- perfume
to families by nddressini: Leffler & Co. • 762 W alton
Bt. Louis. Mo.

ART AND DEN PICTURES

LONELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry.
ture. Box 150K , SYraCJISe, N. Y.

Write !o? plc•

MARRY. Most successful "'!Iomo Maker.'' 1Iuudred9
rich. Confidential, reliable, years• experience descrip,tlons free.
•'The Successful Club," Box 656, Oak•
land. Cal.

MARRY RICH, hundreds anxious, descriptive 11st free
satis!act~on guaranteed. Select Club, Dept. A, J1apid
Cl1s, So. Dak.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. ElD'ptlan
secrets. Black a.rt. other rare books. Catalo2' free.
Star Book Co.• R720. Camden. N. J .
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We reviso p01>1IU1
write music and guarantee to secvre publication. Sub ..
mlt poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C.
Fitzgerald Butldin1, New York.
0

HIGH ART PHOTOS-Beautiful Models in artistic
poses. Send 10 ct.s.. for miniature sheet and prico MARRY:
Thousands congenial l)eot)le, worth trom
list. Unllcd Sales Co., Springfield. Ill.
l~iro~sic~l~~ .. e!~~~~g ~~~~d'.""'Ei~=~
ORIENTAL DANCER: she does re&l Salome wirgle. 110 money. .Address Standard Cor. Club, Grayslake. Ill.
se».led 25 cts. H:amilton Mt:; . . Barnes Clty, Iowa.
MARRY! Names , Addresses, ladies and gentlemen dealr•
REAL PHofosRAPHS, sure to vlease. Send 25 cts.
ing early marriare 25 cts. Sweetheart's Magazine,
Hamil ton Company, Harnes City, lowa.
Barnes City, Jowa.
CLASSY £"irl pictures-2 beaut,Jes 25 cts.: sixteen $1;
8
0
reluoded if dWatlsMed. Roseleaf. St. Louis. Mo.
Giia1~:
';;~}1/1!~g~~n1:iu~~~~ci
wanted to ,;et married, either sex. American Distributor.
FOR SALE
Sult,e 217, BlairS\ t1le, l:,:i.
SILK REMr-. ...... NTS. L:irgest packages yet offered, SQuare
o! stamped satin free wi th every package. 15 cts~ lrlARRY-FREE PHOTOS beautiful ladles; descriptions
and dit1ectory: pay when married. New Plan Co,,
Silk Manufacturers .Agenry, P ortland . Me.
Dent. 245, Kansas City, Mo.
LAN 0, 1n Mlchi ca.n or 20, 40 or 80 acres make you
MARRY.
many rich. Particulars !ar stamp. Mrs. Morindepe ndent; general crops, stock, poultry or fruit.
ri so n, 3053 \V. Holden St., Seattle. Wash .
$15 to $35 per acre. Easy payments. Btg bookl et
Cree. Sw1a:art Land Company, Ml268, First National MARRY. For sure success hundred select wealthy mem•
ftank BuildhJi, Chica.go, Ill.
bers, both sex , wishing marriage; stirictly contidentlal;
most reliable; years exverience in this work; only hon•
HELP WANTED
orablc people wanted. Free list. The Successful Cupid_
LADIES WANTED. and MEN . t,>o, t,> addresa envel- Mrs. C.appel, Box 115, 011.ktand, Cal.
opes and mn11 adnrlisi.ng mattrr at home fo r large WOULD YOU LIKE A WONbERFUL LITTLE WIFE?
mall order firms, apare or whole time.
Can make
Writo ! S t.amped envelopo or no reply. Santee, Box
UO to J35 wkly. No caplta.1 or experience reQuired. 749,
Chicogo, Ill.
Book explains everything : send 10 cts. to cover Postage,
ate. ,,7 a rd Poh. f'o .. TJJton, N. H.
I F YOU WANT a Il<altby, Wealthy, Lovlnr Wile.
write mo.
!f. A. , 4214 California St., San Fran•
SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES clsco, Cali f.
nre in demand.
Earn big money.
Trave l every where.
Fascinating work.
Learn this profession by MARRY. Thousand!!! of people; all agos: worth $5,000
to t400,000 ; anxious for marriage; write for my list.
home study.
Particul:trs free.
Americao School of
free. Ral ph Hytle, B:1 Minna S't., San Francisco, Callt.
Crlmtnolo~. Dept. M. Df'troit. 'Mlrh.
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
SCIENTIFIC
for secret invC'stlgation in your d~i;trlct. 'W rite C. T. YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. ~end birth date and
rJuctwlg, 5~1 \VeMovf'r Bldt .. Kansas City, Mo.
dimo tor trlal reading. Eddy, 4307 Jefferson. Ka-nsaa
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOns earn from $110 to City, Mo.
$200 11er month antl c.'tp{'n:~('S. rrrnvcl U' desired. Un- YOUil LIFE S1'0R Y In the stars. Send birth date and --..1*
timitf."d cdvanc(lment. Ko ago limit.
\Ve train l'OU. dime for trinl reading. Sherman, Rapid City, S. Dak.
Positions furni,;hed untlC't' gunramee, Write for Booklet
~M 101, Stand:;ud Busincs:i '£raining )nsUtute. But!alo, ASTROLOGICAL READING given with Key to !Iealth.
10 cts. birtiltlate, worth $1. Joseph L. Devere, 123
'I. Y.
'W est Madjson Str1•ct. f'hicago.
SALE~1EN-CITY OR TRAVELING. Erporlonco unSONGWRITERS
,,,
necr~sary, Sond for list of lines and full partlculars.
PrcfHHo in sparo Umo to earn the big salaries-$2,500 YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG . We wrlto tho
music, publish and secure n copyright. Submit J)Oem1
to $10,000 a :n:ar. Em11Joyment scrvict1s rendered inerobon. National Salesmen's Trainlng Assoclatum. Dept. on a.n y subject. The Metropolitan Studios. 914 South
Mkhigan Ave . . Room 147. Chicne:o. 111.
l(ll~IT. Chicago, Ill.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write music,
MISCELLANEOUS
guarantee publisher's acceptance,.
Submit poems on:
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo ronse poems. patriotism , love or nuy subject. Chester Musia Co., 920
wrlte music and guarantee to secure pubttcation. Sub- I So. Mlchtgnn Ave. . Suite 249. Chicago. Dl.
mtt poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. 1650.
WRITE A SONG-Love, l>Iolhe,. !Iomo. Chlldhood,
Fit1.ecraJd Dulldlng. Nell Yqrk.
patrtotlo or any subject. I comJ)Ose musto and
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Machine. $3 . $5 and $1. Cata- gua.rantee publlcat.lon.
Send words to·d&J.
Tbom&I
loi.uo for stamp. J. II. Temko. 1019 Vine. K. Clu- Merlin, 293 Reaper Block, Chlcaro.
=.innati, 0.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise po1m1.
$WEETH EARTS FISH
IDte Llko
write musta and auarantee to secure publlcatlon. SubIlungry Wolves. Box, 25 els. ; Fire. $1.00. !Iamllton mtt poem! on any !lnbject. Broadway Studios, 1650.
Mfg., namns City, Iowa.
Flt~l?Arl'llrl Bnlldln~. New York.
BOOl(S ANO PHOTOS-Catalog F RE E. Unltod Sales
Company, Springfield, Ill.
BOYS; 500 money•maktng ,:iecrots for 25 ct3. to 1ntrorlnce
our ca.talog or books. Send tbn.t Quarter now to Em·
.P~re Ru1,ply Co., 24 Norris An .. Pa,vturket, R. J.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Lov~. mother,
or any subject. We <"ompose mmlc, guarantee free
100 FOREIGN STAMPS ONE DIME. Natarltll Stamp
vubl1oa.Uon.
Submiti words today. Chica.20 Mwle
C'o.. 135 Norm,n Re.. Dorrhest('r, 21 MAH.
Rtudlo•. Dept. 156, 725 N. Western. Chlc~go, Jll.
MAIDE N' S PRAYER; INTERESTING VIEWS, 1)()61· HAVE YOU 80N8 POEMS? l ban best proposltlOD.
cards : tc>n, 15c; twenty, 25<.-: cat&lninae included.
Ray Blbbeler. D104. 4040 Dkl<en, Ave., Chicago.
Stewart Company, Providence. Rhode Jsland.
RABBITS
?
;!I
MYSTIC wonder pictures, they're great; 2 pacltagca
1O N>nts. ~liver, Durso, D ept, 39, 25 Mulberry St., READ THE RABBIT JOURNAL, St. ll'rancl1. W1a.
No,v York City.
Two 71:ua. $1.00 ; trtal oubscrlptlou. 26 eta.
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LURE-'ffifiii M

STAMM£RlN~

SHANGlf'AI'S
BAMBOO

IIT-STU-T-T-TERING and 1tammerlntr c,ored at home.
In structive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell., ltli

ORGAN

Potomac Bank Bld&., Wasblncton, D. C.

STRONG. CLEAR VOICE FOR YOU by th.I.a new In-

expensive Anti-Stammering and Voice Pertectlne
:Method. Send 50 ct.I. for comp}ete inatrucUons by whfob
you wlll succeed. E. M. Jarvis, Box 1381, Salt Lake
CHY, Utah .

TOBACCO HABIT
TO BACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no D&Y$1 II
cured . Remedy sent on trial.
Superb& Co., PC.
Baltimore . Md.
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit eaally.
Any form, chewinc, smoktne or snuff', cured or no
charge. If cured, $1. Stoos cravlne-, barm1e11. i'ull
remedy on txlal. Perkins Co., B-&l HuUn11, Nebr.

I

VARNING

In keepfr.g your llowe!o regu!u de, not

become add!r.ted to wea.kening 1>urgaUves
or mlnenl Ju.xatlvos; Jusl try KOROLAX;
safe. .tentle, w!lole3ome. Beat and eoos
fa.r!hest. Obtatna.ble at busy druni.atl, every~
where. Korolax Is r oller tor many ailment,
Jncludlag constipation,
headaches
dlzlJ
spells, belchina, gas. heartburn, torDtd Uver,
bad breath, nervouaness. dyspepala.. tnd18'e&~
tion. o!>e1H,1, mental and physical dullness.

I

SORENESS

HEALED

Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
eczema healed while you work.
Write for
f•ee book and describe your own case.

A. C. Liepe, 1"57 Green Bay Av., Jllllwaukee,\Vlo,

HOW TO REDUCE
YOUR WEIGHT
A

SIMPLE,

SAFE,

RELIABLE

WAY

Pe0ple who are overburdened wltb fat
know only too well the discomfort and ridlcu-le that overstout people have to bear. Ye t,
most fat people may easily r edu ce their
weight by the n ew system.
Ir you a r e carrying around unhealthy tat
you are unnecesoo rlly weakening Jour vital
orgau:,; and are carrying a Uurden which
d estroys the b eauty of your figure .
There i s no need of anyone s u!Iering from
supe rfluous fat. R educe your weight In a
simple, sate and r elia ble way, without
starn1tion diet or tiresome exercise. Spend
somt• time daily in the open air. breathe
deeply and get trom the druggist a small
box of oil of korein capsules; takt• 011e alter
each meal and one before n•tlring at night.
.Also follow the other simple directions. You
may eat all you need if you chew your food
th oro ughl y .
If you desire an Interes ting bookle t, "lu>·
du ce W eig lrt Happil y ," write to Koreo.n Company, NA-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.
,veigh yourself once a week so as to know
just how fast you are losi ng weight, and
d on't leave oft' the treatment or even skip a
sing le dose until you are down to normal.
Oil of koreln Is absolutely harml ess. Is
plea sant to t ake, and l1elps digestion. Even
a few days' treatment ha s been r f' ported to
show a noticeable reduction in weight, footsteps IJf'come lighte r, your work SN•ms eas ie r
and more buoyant feeling takes possession
of your whole being..,
.
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CLA XO T R ICK CO. ,
DeDt.S
Now tta,on, Conn,,

After 50 year &
o f service t h e
bamboo organ in
the Church of St.
Francis Xavier,
T ungkadoo,
Shanghai, is still
in fairly good
condition. It is
stated that there
is one other bamboo organ in the
Orient, but it is
not possible at
this time to secure definite inrelaNo matter whether used in pipe, cigarette, formation
cigars, chewed, or used In the ·rorm ot snutJ. tive to its whereSuperba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing abouts or condiInjurious, no dope, polso11s, or habit form- tion. As m e t a l
Ing drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. If
it cures costs you one dollar. If It falls, or pipes are to reit you are not perfectly satisfied, costs you place the bamboo
nothing. Write for full r emedy today.
in the Shanghai
SU:PERBA COl\lPANY, _ l\121 . Baltlmore,__Md.
organ, the noted
NOW, JAZZ 'EM UP, UYS I A NEW ANO NIFTY INYEITIOI
instrument will
lose much of its
tl- .-.. ...
public
interest.
J
.
SU•• Fhdt-Plceal1. JlaJff lnslanllr. 2 !5c AGHTS WANTED
The Daily News
STEWART CO., 32111: \Y, 411th St ., N . Y. &
of Sh an ghai
says:
"It would be
(NEW BOOK)Tcll• b•• to Oct
Acquaint,ed; How to Bc1in Courtsllip better if it were
Howl<> Court a Bashful Glrl;t•Woo a
i n
Widow: to win an Hcircs1; how to catch completely
tune, for a long •
wave beat, simi- your fclloworrirrlovc Y'!".i whal to·dc,
l>efore and afce,, the W«o<UD(, Tclla lar to the short
o tbor tblDJ• neoea•ry for Jp,cra M one which gives
know, Sa.,otacout,y-lt lOciea-. beauty
to the
&OUL IIOQJt 4:0.. . . . 11;
10. • .,,..._,, C:....
tremulous v o x
celestis betrays
t he fact that it
is not. Possibly
it never was, for
1 wa... badly ruptured while li!tlng a b ,mk
does
l'Jev eral years ago. Doct ors said my only bamboo
hope of cure was an operation . Trusses seem
refractory
did me no good. :Fin-ally I got hold of some - st~ff. for organ
thing that quicf<ly and completely cured
me. Years hav e passed and the rupttue has bmidmg. Despite
never returned, a,!!hough I am doing hard this,
however
work as a carpente r. There was no opera- the tone is sweet'
tion, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothing to ~ell, but will give !nil lnformaUon if somewhat
about how you m11.y find a com )l'!et e cura 'wooly,' and -the
without operation, I! you write to me, whole instr1.iment
Eugene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 679F Marcelvolumes
lus Avenue, Manasquan, N. J. Better cut speaks
out this notice and show It to any <>ther!I for the skill of
who are ruptured-you may save a llfe or those men who,
at l east stop th e misery of rupture and thM
using only mate:Worry and danger of an operation.
u
rials immediately at hand, were
able to devise an
organ pleasing to
the ear and able
tie
defy
the
severest t e s t To the Wife of
that of time."

9qpet5~-FLU
,.,.;....,..=euj
-.OFFIC:I:

~

ROWIO MAKE.LOY!

be!~~!'ac:.~~ h~;:c%=f:~ke

,C.ured His RUPTURE

One who Drinks
If this should reach the eyes of a wife,
mother or friend of some good man who
drinks liquor to excess and cannot overcome the self-ruining habit, let her write
to Edward J. Woods, DE-601, Station F,
New York, N. Y., for confidential Information which ls likely to bring a com1>lete victory over the drink h a bit. .Adv't,

Year rings on
the scales of fish
are used in Norway and France
to determine the
age of sar din e

WILD

WEST WEEKLY

- - LATEST ISSUES - -

910 Young Wild West ancJ the Navajo Chief; or, Fierce Times On the
L'lains.
911 Young ·wud West Cllasing the Horse Thieves; or, Arietta and the
Corral Mystery .
912 Young Wild West and the .Mine Girl; or, The Secret Banu of
Silver Sha.ft.
013 Young Wild West Exposing the Express Robbers; or, With
Arletta in Gold Dust City.
914 Young Wild West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The Ranchman's
Revenge.
915 Young Wild West and the Missing Scout; or. Arletta and the
Mailman.
916- Youu~ Wild West Doon,ed to Death; or, Arietta and the ltifle
Queen.
917 Youug Wild West On a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery of Ma,::ic
Pass.
918 Young Wild West Fighting the Indians; or, The Uprisin,:: of the
Utes.
919 Young Wild West On a Cattle Range; or, Arleta and the "Bad"
Cowboy.
920. Young Wild West's Gallop for Glory; or, '.rhe Death of Ace High,
921 Young Wild We.~t's Silver Search; or, Arietta and the Lost
'l' reas ure.

922 Young Wild West at Death Gorge; or, Cheyenne Charlie's
Ifaru-Pan Hit.
923 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill"; or, Arietta's Game of
Bluff.
For salo b:v all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on
receiJ>t of price, 'J' cents 1>er copy, in money or po&tn~e stamps, b:,-

Soars Gracefully and
Does the.Stunts of an
Expert Aviator

,.

HABRY E. \YOLFF, Pub., 166 \Yest 23d St .. New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
now TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-'l'his little book gives the
explanation to all kincls of clreams, together with lucky ancJ unlucky
days,
No. 2J. HOW TO ,vRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE~lEN.-Containing full instructions for writing to gentlemen ou all subjects.
No. 25. now 'l'O BECO~lE A GYM.NAS'l'.-Containing full .instructions for ail kincls of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
EIDbrnc·ing thirty-live illustrations. By Professor \V. MaccJonnlil.
No. 26. now TO ROW , SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrat,•<l. Full instructions are given in this little book, together with
instructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 2:l.

1'0. 27.

now

TO

ltECITE A.ND BOOK OF RECITATIO'!\"S.-

Containing fl.Jc most popular selections in use, comprisiug Dutch
dialect, l!' n •nch ciiult•c: t, Yunkec and Irish dialect pieces, togeth,•r wi

mnuy sta1Hlard rc:111i11gs.

Globe Airplane Co.
400

$

Globe Buildw
Newnrk, N . J.

No. 28. HOW TO TELL l<'ORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
knowing what his futur,• life . will bring forth, whether lHtPJJiness or
misery, wealth or poYerty. You can tell by a glance at this little
book. Buy one and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW '.l'O UECO:IIE AN INVENTOR.-Every hoy shonl<l
know how inventions originuted. Tbis book explains them nil, ,::ivin~
examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pueuIDatics~

m,·cbnn1cs, etc.

No. 30, now TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books Oil
I cooking
ever publishc<l. It contains recipes for cooking meats, fish,
Coins dated before 1895, Keep ALL old gam0, and o~·sters; also

OLD COIN!> WANTED
$2 to $500 }!].A.CH paid for Hundreds of

pies, puddings, cakes ancJ all kinds of
Money. You may have Coins worth • pastry, and a grand collection of recipes.
Large Premium. Send 10c. tor new
No. 31. HOW TO BECO.llE A SPEAKER.-Containiug fourteen
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4xll. illustrations, ;;i,·ing the ,litkrent positions requisite to be<'Oille a goo,l
Get Posted e.t Once.
speaker, r 0ader and e locutionist. Also contain.ing gems from all the
CLARKE COIN CO., Box S5, Le Ro,-, N. Y. popular authors of prose and poetry.
No 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.-Containiug Instructions
for lkginners, choice of a machine, hints on training, etc. A complete
CET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE
book. Full of practical illustrations.

STACE

For sa.J.o by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on

receipt of· price. lOe. 1>er cot>Y, or 3 'for 25c., in money or postage
&:ta1n1,s, by
l!'RANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d St., New York.

B GVALUE for . IO Ots. SCENARIOS
8 Sona•. wonis and music; 25 Pie•
lures Pretty Glrla ;-IO Wafo to Make
Money; l Joke Book;
Book on
Love; I Magic Book; l Book Letter
Writing· 1 Dream Book and Fortune Telier; l Cook Book; 1 Base

Ball Book, gives rulca for games; l.

• -

Toy Malter Book; I.,anguaa-e of
Flowers; l Morse Telegraph Alphabd; 12 Chemical £xperlments;

Mllgic; Ag_e Table; Great North Pole

Game:; 100 Conu11drams: S Puzzles;
U G ames; 1lO Verses for Antograph Albums.• AU
the above by mail for 10 eta. and :a eta. postage.

JlOlil 8.1LE8 CO,, Bex %0 , Seu th Norwalk, Collll.

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

B,- JAMES P-. COGAN
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
This hook contains all the most recent changes in ilie method
ot cc>n s trnction and submission of scenarios. Sixty Lessons,
covering every phase o! scenario writing, from the most elemental to the most advanced principles. This treatise coYers
evervthing a person IDUSt know in order to make money as 9.
success[nl scenario ,niter. For sale by all News -dea lers and
Book-Stores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price.
3ti cents, in money or postage stamps, and we wilJ mail you one,
postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, Zl9 Seventh A-.e., New York, N. Y.

.,

